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Foreword

As the backbone of a climate-neutral economy, the energy 

system brings together all ongoing projects launched 

following the adoption of the Dutch Climate Agreement. 

The parallel decarbonisation of industry, mobility, the built 

environment, and agriculture goes hand in hand with the 

creation of energy infrastructures. While the interests at stake  

and paths may differ, the ultimate goal of climate neutrality 

by 2050 is the same across the board. In order to weigh all  

the interests in a way that is socially responsible and without 

losing time, our intention with this report is to urge all sectors  

in our country to accelerate their decarbonisation efforts and  

join us in further fleshing out this green roadmap to 2050. 

We also ask local and provincial governments and the 

national government to take the helm and create the right 

enabling conditions. We cannot afford to lose any time. 

If we hesitate too long in making the decisions that need 

to be made to have a climate-neutral economy by 2050, 

bottlenecks will grow and opportunities will diminish.  

Wherever network operators see an opportunity to build 

no-regret measures without ruling out options, they will seize  

that opportunity. The power grid is already being upgraded 

on a large scale, we are already feeding significant volumes 

of green gas into our gas transmission networks, and we are  

set to start developing the hydrogen backbone and hydrogen  

storage facilities. And we will be able to take the next steps 

based on clear choices that will have to be made by our 

society, both in parliament and in the business community. 

Locations for large-scale power generation or conversion, 

electrification of business processes. This report will shed 

light on the impact of these choices in terms of use of space,  

costs, and practicability (manpower and lead time), thus 

offering a compass for the road to 2050. 

We are proud to present this extensive summary of the ‘The Energy System of the Future’ study. In it, experts from  
our respective organisations paint a detailed picture of the various paths that the Netherlands could choose to achieve 
a fully climate-neutral energy system. An integrated system that interconnects not only all energy carriers, but also all  
potential consumers and producers, who play a key role in developing the future energy system. The major electricity 
surpluses and shortages that we will face due to the weather dependency of sources of renewable energy are a big 
challenge in this context. At the same time, however, the required modifications will offer great opportunities for 
innovation, economic development and the job market. In this system, network operators and parties from across  
the market will continuously complement each other in a flexible way. 

The CEOs of the joint network operators,

Manon van Beek, TenneT
Han Fennema, Gasunie
Maarten Otto, Alliander
Marc van der Linden, Stedin
Evert den Boer, Enexis 
Gerald de Haan, Coteq
Eddy Veenstra, Rendo
Frank Binnekamp, Westland Infra
Koen Verbogt, Enduris
Dick Weiffenbach, Netbeheer Nederland
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2030-2050 Integral 
Infrastructure Survey

The scenario study in Phase 1 shows that creating a climate- 

neutral energy system is feasible. The follow-up studies 

presented in this report, i.e. those into the required flexibility 

and infrastructure (Phase II) and into the impact of an 

integrated approach (Phase III), provide more in-depth 

insight into what specifically needs to happen, what the 

challenges are, and what political and social assessments 

will be needed to meet this complex challenge.

The main conclusions drawn in these studies show that: 

1.  the infrastructure for electricity will have to be expanded 

considerably, that a hydrogen transport network with 

nationwide coverage is needed, and that infrastructure 

for heat and CO
2
 will have to be built; 

2.  large-scale flexibility resources are required for  

all energy carriers (electricity, green gas, heat).  

Existing ones, but certainly also new forms;

3.  both costs and space needs are rising sharply, both  

with respect to infrastructure and flexibility resources; 

4.  choosing the right locations is of crucial importance. 

Electricity infrastructure will be more effective to use  

and more cost-efficient if flexibility resources are located 

near supply and demand centres and their capacity  

is aligned with levels of supply and demand;

5.  we need to pick up the pace. The current lead times  

for network modifications are creating bottlenecks.  

The availability of sufficient and qualified workers will  

have to be a factor in strategic choices;

6.  a long-term perspective is paramount. The choices 

we make for a new integrated energy system will be 

crucial for the efficiency of the transition to a reliable 

and climate-neutral energy supply. Adopting a long-

term perspective is also important to be able to identify 

the required measures on time and - as demand for 

measures increases in society - take them on time.

The big picture
The conclusions provide an outline of what has  

been analysed in great detail. What infrastructure do  

we need for the various energy carriers? What level  

of flexibility can a system offer? When can a system  

be considered sufficiently balanced and reliable?  

These analyses lead to the following robust outline.

Drastic expansion
The need to drastically expand the electricity  

infrastructure is a direct consequence of the sharp  

rise in demand for electricity and solar and wind  

power generation. Wind turbines and solar farms  

are not located near existing power stations. 

Demand for electricity will grow sharply on the  

back of, among other things, the electrification  

of industry and transport. In fact, all four scenarios  

work on the assumption that demand will double.

Storage and conversion
A sustainable energy system can only stay reliable  

and balanced if we use what are known as flexibility  

resources. Solar and wind power production is  

weather-dependent, varies from one season to the  

next, and is subject to the rhythm of day and night.  

It also comes with supply peaks that far exceed 

maximum demand. The resulting electricity surpluses 

can be stored (in batteries) and converted (mainly 

into hydrogen and heat) for use in times of scarcity. 

Electrolysis, i.e. converting electricity into hydrogen,  

will be needed primarily to process large surpluses  

of offshore wind power, albeit that electrolysis can  

also be performed on land to be able to use a 

temporary surplus at a later time.

What are the scenarios along which the energy transition can potentially develop in the Netherlands between  
2030 and 2050? What infrastructure modifications would be needed to adequately facilitate these scenarios?  
And what impact would these much-needed infrastructure modifications, in turn, have in terms of costs,  
use of space, and the practicability of the transition of the energy system as a whole?

By answering these key questions, this Integral Infrastructure Survey for the 2030-2050 period provides insight 
into possible ways in which the future energy system can be developed. This initial comprehensive survey is also 
an invitation to all stakeholders in the energy transition, both governments and the market, to share insights and 
findings over the coming period. Doing so will, in rounds to come, produce increasingly detailed and workable 
surveys and possible infrastructure development paths.
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Close to the source
Surpluses of solar power in particular, but also of onshore 

wind power, can be stored in batteries for the short term, 

close to the solar farms and wind turbines, so that they 

do not put additional strain on the power grid. Surpluses 

of offshore and onshore wind power are converted into 

green hydrogen, as close to the source as possible. Future 

hydrogen infrastructure will be used to transport hydrogen  

to and from storage locations for use at another time. 

Hydrogen as a clean fuel, feedstock and buffer
Given that hydrogen plays a key role in all four scenarios,  

a nationwide hydrogen transport network will be needed, 

one that supplies hydrogen to industry and possibly also  

to householders and a distribution system. A significant  

part of the current natural gas network can be repurposed  

for hydrogen transport. Hydrogen buffers are used to 

stabilise the energy system. Storage capacity can be 

created in salt caverns or possibly in empty gas fields.

Green gas
Green gas is an important resource in meeting varying 

seasonal demand for energy. Current natural gas networks 

can already be used to transport green gas. Whenever the 

volume of green gas fed in exceeds usage, the gas can be 

fed into the national transmission network via boosters.  

The preferred option would be to not decommission 

unused pipelines if they can be reused.

Heat grids
Geothermics and residual heat from industry are heat 

sources for the heat grids to which between 15 and  

45 percent of homes will be connected. This will require 

large-scale transport networks. At times of peak demand, 

local (sustainable) gas boilers supply additional heat to 

homes and buildings. 

Carbon storage
 

Carbon (CO
2
) storage will be needed in all four scenarios  

to meet the climate goals. Pipelines under the sea bed, 

some of which already exist, can be used to transport  

CO
2
 to empty gas fields under the North Sea. Some of  

the scenarios assume the construction of a CO
2
 pipeline 

that runs from the major industrial clusters in the province  

of Zuid-Holland to Rotterdam.

More power stations
The flexible capacity of large, existing power stations will 

continue to be needed if we want to be able to ensure 

security of supply in times of scarcity, but also because 

demand is set to roughly double. In fact, the existing capacity 

will have to be supplemented with new smaller power 

stations that can be activated briefly during times of peak 

demand. All power stations will run on hydrogen or green 

gas and will preferably be located close to demand centres. 

Space is tight
All the additional sustainable production, flexibility  

and infrastructure that will be needed is highly  

space-consuming. What is relevant in this context is  

the question to what degree the Netherlands aspires 

to be self-sufficient when it comes to renewable power 

production; the spatial impact is relatively large in the  

two scenarios that aspire to a high level of self-sufficiency, 

i.e. the Regional scenario and the National scenario. 

Societal assessments and political decision-making  

are decisive in this respect.

Practicability: human resources and lead time 
Practicability will be a serious factor when it comes to 

making choices for a new energy system. The scarcity  

of engineering personnel combined with the long lead 

times for projects, due to drawn-out decision-making 

processes and other factors, already present major 

challenges. Network operators are going all out to recruit 

and train/retrain staff and have repeatedly implored 

the authorities to shorten decision-making processes 

wherever possible. Despite these efforts, we may very  

well come up against the limits of what is possible, 

depending on what choices are ultimately made.

Costs and space or import?
Setting up a sustainable energy system is both cost  

and space-intensive. The total outlay is more or less  

the same in all four scenarios; the difference lies in  

the cost structure. The scenarios that aspire to self-

sufficiency involve the highest (capital) expenditure  

for infrastructure, while (capital) expenditure is lower  

in the scenarios where imported energy represents  

a bigger share of the energy mix. The latter scenarios 

do, however, involve higher operating costs due to  

the imports. One potential downside to importing  

energy is dependency on the global energy market  

and exposure to geopolitical developments.

Recommendations for 
an efficient approach 

Insights into the demands that a sustainable energy 

system places on infrastructures, as well as into the 

practicability, schedule, costs and space consumption,  

can provide direction for the energy transition. Parties 

involved in the energy transition can supply valuable 

information for upcoming surveys of the development 

paths for the energy system. The new insights that emerge 

from this and subsequent surveys are important input 

that enables not only the network operators but also the 

government to answer relevant questions such as the 

following: What strategic choices are currently on the 

agenda? Which modifications will be needed no matter 

what (and can, therefore, be started right away)? Where  

will additional analysis or new regulations be needed? 
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On top of this, the network operators have a number  

of recommendations for a feasible and efficient design  

of the new system: 

•  Additional investment 

The drastic expansion of and modifications to the 

energy infrastructure will require additional investment. 

For electricity, both the main transmission networks 

and the distribution systems will have to be expanded 

substantially. The need for nationwide infrastructure for 

hydrogen can be met by repurposing existing national 

natural gas pipelines for hydrogen transport. Additional 

investment will also be needed for carbon storage 

facilities and the development of heat grids, on top 

of the investment that has already gone into ongoing 

projects. A coherent set of measures is needed to 

enable the funding of the fundamental modifications 

to and drastic expansion of energy infrastructure in the 

ways anticipated in each of the scenarios. Such funding 

can give network operators scope to launch large-scale 

projects and make investments for the long term.  

For those investments that are essential for the long-term 

development of the system, the decision-making process 

will have to be accelerated. This concerns decisions on 

the repurposing of natural gas infrastructure for hydrogen 

transport, and supplementing this infrastructure with new 

infrastructure and storage facilities for the creation of  

a hydrogen backbone.

•  Incentivise the development of flexibility resources  
Most of the flexibility resources that we are going  

to need to bridge major gaps between energy  

supply and demand still have to be developed. Our 

recommendation is therefore to incentivise investment 

in these resources. The (market) parties that have a 

hand in shaping the energy system should be rewarded 

for pursuing system efficiency. It would enable the 

development of large-scale flexibility for both the short  

and the long term. According to the experts behind the  

survey, it is key that the security of supply of all energy 

carriers be monitored continuously to identify what  

kind of flexibility is needed the most and whether there  

is sufficient (rapid) development to meet that need.  

Hydrogen storage plays a crucial role in the new energy 

system. Using Dutch salt caverns as hydrogen storage 

facilities is a logical first step. It would also be wise to 

identify possibilities for storage in empty gas fields and  

salt caverns in Germany. Alongside that, political decisions  

are needed on the size of energy reserves to keep in  

the form of hydrogen or green gas (comparable to the 

current fossil energy reserves). 

•  Choose locations smartly to save costs 

Electricity infrastructure is very cost-intensive,  

and so it needs to be built as efficiently as possible.  

This is why network operators are eager to work  

together with the planning parties (local authorities, 

provincial authorities, project developers) in working  

out proposals for locations where infrastructure needs 

to be expanded. When choosing a location for energy 

demand, sustainable production or flexibility resources, 

it is efficient in terms of both costs and practicability to 

include system capacity at that location in the overall 

consideration. A control mechanism – in the form of tariff 

incentives, for example – is a highly recommendable 

tool in this respect. What would also help is to record  

the intended locations for system expansion in the  

various policy plans by governments.

•  Costs and benefits: make a strategic decision 

While the costs involved in the scenarios with different 

solutions are roughly the same, the cost structure,  

space consumption and possible dependency on 

international trade partners are very different across 

the scenarios. What to consider in this respect and the 

ultimate decision-making will be up to the government, 

based on societal assessments and public support. 

When it comes to making choices for the transition on  

a national and regional level, what is also relevant are the 

costs of interventions for the total system. What is clear  

is that the costs involved in running the energy system  

will go up. From their public role, the network operators 

will communicate openly about the costs of components 

and work for a sustainable and reliable energy supply.

•  Governments: take the helm and set priorities 

Coordination is key to be able to arrive at a Integral 

Assessment based on regional and industry-based 

programmes, and with that at a comprehensive 

programme for the energy system as a whole, including 

choices on the use of space and reserves. This will 

develop and gain further shape following periodic 

recalibration based on progress made on all projects.  

In this context, the network operators will conduct 

periodic Integral Energy System Surveys and define 

consistent development paths for the various energy 

carriers and infrastructures. This will help in making  

the Integral Assessment and in making choices.  

In order to achieve the goals that have been set, there 

is a continuing need to set priorities for the work on 

the energy system and split it up into phases. With this 

in mind, we ask the Dutch government to take on the 

coordinating role, together with provincial and local 

authorities, whereby civic involvement is of great value. 

The correlation between supply, demand, conversion, 

storage and infrastructure will only increase as the  

system develops. What is key, therefore, is that all plans 

and programmes for the energy system (such as VAWOZ, 

RES, NAL, TVW, CES, and PIDI/MIEK) work based on  

the same vision of the future (not necessarily recorded  

in one unified scenario).
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Getting started right away
For the network operators, the results of the surveys  

provide an instant guideline for the creation of  

investment plans, in active collaboration with their 

respective environments. Both the national and regional 

network operators will also use the results to proactively  

get started on a number of important projects that we 

consider to be no-regret measures. Examples include 

future-oriented investments in the development of  

national hydrogen infrastructure (transport and storage)  

and projects for carbon storage under the North Sea. 

For the power grid, examples include preliminary studies  

for specific measures to upgrade the network. Aside from  

all of that, we will continue to step up our efforts to increase 

practicability (with respect to sufficient human resources). 

In closing
The 2030-2050 Integral Infrastructure Survey offers 

extensive insight into potential paths to a climate-neutral 

energy supply and shows where knowledge is still lacking. 

We hope it also provides relevant and objective information 

for administrators, policymakers, and strategists. As we move 

towards a new energy system, we are bound to come up 

against numerous dilemmas. And when we do, we are going 

to need sound substantiation to make the most socially 

responsible decisions.
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Section 1. 
Introduction
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In order to achieve the goals set in the Paris Climate Agreement of 2015, the Netherlands wants to be climate-neutral 
by 2050. This will require a drastic overhaul of the energy system within a time span of under thirty years. As a result, 
the infrastructure will have to be modified considerably as well, so as to align it with future supply and demand for 
electricity, hydrogen, green gas, and collective heating. Given the major importance to society, Gasunie and TenneT – 
along with the regional transmission system operators – took the initiative for a Integral Infrastructure Survey for 
the 2030-2050 period (abbreviated as II3050). This was agreed in the Dutch Climate Agreement.

The idea behind the II3050 is to develop insights 

into the energy infrastructure, flexibility resources, 

and system integration needed for a reliable, 

affordable and robust climate-neutral energy 

system in 2050. In this survey, we outline transition 

paths for flexibility and infrastructure, along 

with future-proof developments and when key 

decisions will have to be made. We involve relevant 

stakeholders in this survey and seek alignment with 

regional developments of sustainable generation, 

possible demand development from the various 

industries, and targets set in the Dutch Climate 

Agreement. This infrastructure survey is intended  

as a guideline for the various network operators 

and the market in making their investment plans, 

while giving governments deeper insight that  

they can use in their policy-making.

The II3050 is a Integral Energy System Survey. We intend 

to periodically conduct such a Integral Energy System 

Survey based on the latest sector-specific plans, such as 

the Cluster Energy Strategies (CESs), the Regional Energy 

Strategies (RESs), the National Agenda for Charging 

Infrastructure (NAL), the Transition Strategies on Heating 

(TVWs) and developments with respect to the North Sea. 

The Integral Energy System Survey is also a key building 

block for the government’s Integral Assessment of spatial 

implications, energy system efficiency, and other interests. 

The results of this Integral Assessment will be used to back 

up the designation of space for the future energy system 

as specified in the Main Energy Structure Programme 

[Programma Energie Hoofdstructuur]. The results will also 

be used to further optimise sector-specific plans. All of 

this means that a feedback loop is needed. The authorities 

will record choices from the Integral Assessment in various 

implementation plans and long-term programmes, 

while network operators and other parties from across 

the market will work these choices out in their respective 

investment plans.

Space

Energy system

Other interests

Integral Assessment Implementation planningSector-specific planning

Investment plans
RES, CES, NAL, 

TVW, Offshore wind, 
…

Figure 1. Correlation between sector-specific plans, Integral Assessment 
(with Integral Energy System Survey as a building block) and implementation plans.

This report summarises the II3050. The full II3050 report is publicly available  

under ‘Toekomstscenario's’ (Future Scenarios) on netbeheernederland.nl.

https://www.netbeheernederland.nl/
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Section 2. 
Survey 
structure 
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The Integral Infrastructure Survey has been split up into three study phases. Phase 1 was completed in April 2020 with the 

publication of the ‘Climate-Neutral Energy Scenarios for 2050’ report, which was written by Berenschot and Kalavasta. 

Phases II and III were completed in April 2021 and recorded in the report entitled ‘The Energy System of the Future’.

Phase I: The scenarios. 
Shows what a reliable, sustainable energy system could 

look like in each of the four scenarios. Supply and demand 

for all energy carriers for all sectors are incorporated. The 

financial implications of the scenarios have been calculated 

using Quintel’s Energy Transition Model. In reality, the energy 

transition will unfold on the playing field between the 

boundaries of these scenarios.

Phase II: The infrastructure.
Shows the required system and infrastructure 

modifications in each of the scenarios, based on prior 

assessment of how many flexibility resources such as 

batteries, electrolysers, and gas-fired power stations will  

be needed to make sure the energy system is balanced  

at all times. The next step was to geographically spread  

supply centres, demand centres and flexibility resources 

over the Netherlands. After that, we worked out what 

infrastructure would be needed to be able to transport 

electricity, methane, hydrogen, heat and CO
2
.

 

Phase III: The implications.
Outlines the transition paths for the infrastructure for the 

2030-2050 period and crucial points in time when decisions 

will have to be made on the road to achieving what we have 

set out to achieve. Shows the implications of each scenario 

in terms of costs, space consumption and practicability.

Updates
The idea is to periodically update this Integral Infrastructure 

Survey based on new insights and more specific data  

that becomes available from sources such as the Cluster 

Energy Strategies (CESs), the Regional Energy Strategies 

(RESs), Transition Strategies on Heating (TVWs), the National 

Agenda for Charging Infrastructure (NAL), provincial system 

studies and developments with respect to the North Sea.

Infrastructure development 
paths for 
2030-2050

Infrastructure 
analyses

Network modelling & 
calculations

RegionalisationEnergy system 
calculations (ETM)

Scenarios for
2050

2030-2050

▪ Regional control
▪ National control
▪ European CO2 control
▪ International control

▪ Electricity
▪ Hydrogen
▪ Methane
▪ Heat

▪ TSO and DSO 
networks

▪ Electricity
▪ Hydrogen
▪ Methane
▪ Heat and CO2

▪ Supply
▪ Demand
▪ Flexibility
▪ Exchange

▪ Identify bottlenecks
▪ Measures (infrastructure 

modifications)
▪ Evaluate measures (costs, 

space, feasibility)
▪ Sensitivity analyses

▪ Flexibility development 
path

▪ Infrastructure 
development path

▪ Impact on the energy 
system (costs, space, 
feasibility)

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3

Flex modelling
National/Regional

▪ Conversion
▪ Storage
▪ Exchange

Report Report

Figure 2. The Integral Infrastructure Survey has been split up into three phases.
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Section 3. 
Scenarios and 
assumptions
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Phase I of the infrastructure survey consisted of defining four scenarios; these are not intended as blueprints  
for the future, but rather as scenarios for study purposes. They capture supply and demand for all energy carriers  
for all sectors, each in a different composition and with different correlations. These scenarios involve either greater 
or smaller volumes of domestically generated power and greater or smaller volumes of domestically produced or 
imported hydrogen, but each of the scenarios is balanced and achieves climate neutrality. Based on these study 
models, Phases II and III of the analysis identify the infrastructure needs in each of the different situations, so as 
to then be able to model what demands realisation of each version would place on society in terms of costs, space 
consumption and practicability. 

The scenarios project four views of what our society could 

be like in 2050, each with a different approach to energy 

system governance. In short, as visualised by the Sankey 

diagrams on the following pages1:

•   Regional scenario 
The Sankey diagram shows the energy flows between 

supply, import and ultimate demand and export in 2050 

as they would be in this scenario In this scenario, total 

domestic final consumption comes in at 441 TWh (final 

demand of 476 TWh less 35 TWh in exports), a drop of 

roughly 40% on the current final consumption level  

of 720 TWh. This drop comes primarily as a result of  

a reduction in energy-intensive industry and a range  

of energy-saving measures, such as home insulation 

and electrification of transport and heating. By assuming  

circularity in food production, artificial fertiliser 

production drops to a sixth of the current capacity.  

The oil flow (the black ‘fossil molecules’ arrow) in the 

diagram is made up entirely of oil obtained from the 

thermal cracking of waste plastic. This oil is used as a 

raw material for new plastics. These diagrams are based  

on weather data from the year 1987, which was a year 

with severe cold snaps and a relatively low supply of 

solar and wind energy. Seeing as this situation is very 

energy-intensive, this scenario will require hydrogen 

imports (part of the light-green arrow).

•   National scenario  

Even though it projects stabilisation of industrial  

activity at the current level, this scenario will also see 

final energy consumption fall by nearly 25% by 2050, on 

the back of electrification and efficiency improvements. 

As large numbers of homes get better insulation and 

households switch en masse to electrical heat pumps, 

energy demand for the heating of buildings is over 20% 

lower than in the Regional scenario. Artificial fertiliser 

production drops to a third of the current level as a result 

of a strong focus on mineral balancing in agriculture.  

In this scenario, a year with weather conditions like 

those in 1987 will require hydrogen imports of over 12% 

of the primary energy supply. Like with the Regional 

scenario, roughly half of the primary supply is made  

up of electricity generated from renewable sources,  

i.e. the sun and wind.

•   European scenario 
In this scenario, industry is twice as big as in the Regional 

scenario. Despite this growth of industry by one percent 

every year, total consumption in 2050 will be at the same 

level as today. At 22%, the share of solar and wind energy 

in the primary energy supply is under half that in the first 

two scenarios. Naphtha, which is a raw material used 

in plastic production, is obtained by refining crude oil. 

Other crude oil refinery products, such as petrol, diesel 

and kerosene, are exported to countries that can still 

afford some level of carbon emissions. Artificial fertiliser 

is produced by steam cracking natural gas, whereby the 

carbon monoxide emitted is captured and stored. The 

increase in industrial activity will also mean more energy 

consumption for mobility. Heat demand in the built 

environment is met using the broadest range of options: 

besides electric heat pumps and collective heating 

systems, this scenario also uses hybrid heat pumps 

powered by hydrogen and green gas.

•   International scenario 
In this scenario, too, total consumption in 2050 will  

be at the same level as today. Hydrogen imports are  

a prominent feature of this energy system controlled  

on an international level. The imported hydrogen is  

used on a large scale to meet demand for heating in 

the built environment. Sixty percent of all buildings will 

be fitted with a hybrid hydrogen-powered heat pump. 

In industry, hydrogen is used on a large scale for steam 

production and as a raw material for artificial fertiliser.  

In this scenario, plastics are manufactured in the same 

way as in the European scenario. 

1  The Sankey diagrams on the following pages show energy flows in 2050 
based on the extreme base weather year of 1987 (cold winter, relatively 
few hours of sun and wind), because these weather conditions also 
have a bearing on what kind of energy infrastructure will be needed.  
In an average weather year, relatively more solar and wind energy will 
be generated than is shown in these figures.
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Emphasis on control by local communities and citizens, a high level  

of autonomy and circularity as a key aim. Solar energy and onshore wind 

energy have grown significantly. Industry shrinks and decarbonises through 

electrification and the use of green hydrogen. The Netherlands is almost 

completely self-sufficient in terms of meeting its energy needs. Green 

hydrogen is also used for back-up power stations. Green gas from local 

biomass is important to cover peak demand on heat grids.

•  Virtually self-sufficient

•  Negligible import/export

•  Less energy-intensive industry

•  Regional focus on the energy system, 

solar fields, onshore wind power

•  Large number of heat grids 

•  Highly committed citizens

•  Circularity is a key aim for  

goods and food production

Regional scenario
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National scenario

The national government takes control in driving the development  

towards (near) self-sufficiency. Large-scale national projects emerge, 

especially around offshore wind power. Heat grids grow at a lesser rate,  

the emphasis is on electrification. Industry stays at the same level as today  

and decarbonises through electrification and the use of green hydrogen. 

Green hydrogen is also used for back-up power stations and in mobility.

•  The Netherlands is carbon  

reduction leader in the EU

• Virtually self-sufficient

• Negligible import/export

•  Energy-intensive industry  

at same level as today

•  Large-scale national projects,  

offshore wind power, but also solar  

fields and onshore wind power

•  Circularity is key for goods  

and food production
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European scenario

Governance comes mainly from a European carbon tax. The share of solar 

and wind energy in the primary supply is considerably lower than in the first 

two scenarios. Industry grows and reduces its carbon emissions through 

electrification and the use of carbon capture and storage in its hydrogen 

production (also intended as a feedstock) from natural gas. Green gas 

produced from local and imported biomass is used by end users in various 

sectors. Green gas is also used for back-up power stations. High energy 

import volumes and both hydrogen and green gas are used to heat buildings. 

•  Europe achieves carbon reduction  

goals and is a frontrunner on  

a global scale

•  General carbon tax, import levies & 

compensation at Europe’s borders

•  More energy-intensive industry

•  Global hydrogen and biomass  

market, green gas imported

•  Ample scope for the use  

of fossil with CCS 
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International scenario

The market is in charge and the Netherlands takes to the international market 

to find the most cost-effective options. Nearly all the hydrogen needed is 

imported from countries where electricity can be produced from solar energy  

at a relatively low cost. Less use of green gas than in the European scenario. 

Building heating is dominated by hybrid hydrogen-powered heat pumps. 

In the international context, Dutch energy-intensive industry can grow by  

one percent every year. Given the hydrogen imports, the Netherlands needs 

less wind power to produce its own hydrogen through electrolysis. Like the  

European scenario, this scenario also involves relatively little national electricity  

generation from renewable sources, albeit that it will have grown considerably 

by 2050 compared to 2030.

•  The whole world works to hit carbon 

reduction targets, the use of fossil  

fuels is reduced significantly

• Free trade is promoted

•  Trading infrastructures are  

strongly promoted

• More energy-intensive industry

•  Global hydrogen and biomass market

• Space created for CCS
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Section 4. 
Flexibility resources 
to balance the 
energy system 
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The major role of weather-dependent sources of energy (wind and solar energy) in the four scenarios leads to 
large fluctuations in energy supply. In the scenarios, peak supply of renewable electricity ranges between three 
to six times the current electricity production from renewable and conventional sources. Aside from that, rapidly 
advancing electrification of industry, households and mobility will double peak demand compared to today’s peak 
demand. As a result, gaps between supply and demand will keep growing in the future, meaning that flexibility 
resources such as conversion and storage will be needed to ensure constant balance in the energy system.

While infrastructure needs for the current energy system  

are determined based mainly on peak demand, peak 

supply may be a more important factor for infrastructure 

needs in the future. This is the case mainly in the Regional 

and National scenarios, where the highest supply peaks 

(due to weather-dependent sources such as sun and wind) 

exceed peak demand. When these supply peaks are not 

offset by equally large demand, the resulting surpluses will 

have to be sent to flexibility resources, otherwise this surplus 

power cannot be used (which would require curtailment,  

i.e. reduction of output).

In all the scenarios, the need for space heating still leads 

to greater demand in winter compared to summer. And 

as more and more people install solar panels, renewable 

power supply peaks will be greater in summer, spring and 

autumn than in winter. 

Each scenario, therefore, projects shortages in winter 

and surpluses in summer. This seasonal difference is an 

indicator for the storage volume needed for the long term. 

Gases (methane and hydrogen) play a key role here. 

The technology (heat grid, all-electric, hybrid) chosen 

to meet heat demand has little bearing on the role of 

gases in meeting peak demand in the built environment. 

Prolonged peak demand for electricity during periods 

of low supply of solar and wind power is covered using 

flexible power stations powered by gases from renewable 

sources. Peak demand for heating is met using boilers 

powered by renewable gases. 

In the scenarios, batteries are used not only to smooth 

out daily differences in supply and demand for renewable 

power, but also to reduce the number of power-to-gas 

and power stations. 

Since the analysis shows a relatively small number of 

operating hours for electrolysers and, to a lesser degree, 

for batteries and electricity production, further economic 

analysis is needed to be able to better determine how 

many flexibility resources will be needed and how to 

use them.
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Energy exchange and conversion

Figure 7b. Energy volumes for curtailment, interconnection and energy conversions for 1987 base weather year.
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The flexible electricity capacity is virtually the same in all 

four scenarios, because peak demand is fairly constant 

in all four scenarios. The calculated back-up capacities 

for 2050 are, on account of the level of electrification that 

all four scenarios anticipate, roughly double the current 

installed gas capacity. In the scenarios with lower levels 

of generation from renewable sources, power stations 

produce more electricity to be able to meet demand.

A high level of self-sufficiency (extensive power 

generation from renewable sources), as assumed 

in the Regional and National scenarios, leads to 

larger volumes of power-to-gas and curtailment 

than in the (green gas and/or hydrogen) import-

oriented scenarios.

Curtailment is a powerful flexibility resource to reduce 

renewable power supply surpluses in exchange for 

minor energy losses. Calculations for the National and 

Regional scenarios, for example, show that curtailment 

can reduce supply peaks of over 100GW in summer 

by half with only minor energy losses.

Figure 7a. Peak capacities for curtailment, interconnection and energy conversions for 1987 base weather year.
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When it comes to the annual volumes of energy storage, 

methane storage needs vary between a maximum of

14 and 55 TWh in the scenarios. In relation to the current 

natural gas storage volume of 144 TWh, the conclusion  

that can be drawn is that there is more than enough  

storage space available for methane in 2050 for all  

four scenarios.

The storage need for hydrogen is between 10 and  

47 TWh. According to the latest TNO (Netherlands 

Organisation for Applied Scientific Research) report,  

a maximum of 15 TWh can be stored in underground salt 

caverns in the Netherlands. For the remaining volumes, 

other underground storage facilities will have to be 

developed, such as salt caverns in Germany or storage 

in empty gas fields. The technical feasibility of storing 

hydrogen in empty gas fields still requires further research. 

Batteries can absorb daily peaks. Energy storage in  

batteries concerns small storage volumes in all scenarios, 

with a storage volume of up to 0.4 TWh. The batteries  

have around 150 charge and discharge cycles per year. 

Figure 8a. Peak capacities for the supply of electricity, hydrogen, methane and heat  
to the energy system in 2050 based on weather data from the 1987 base weather year.
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Figure 8b. Energy storage volumes required for electricity, hydrogen 
and heat in 2050 based on weather data from the 1987 base weather year.
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Section 5. 
Network-related 
implications of the 
scenarios in 2050
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5.1  Expansion needs and  
measures for each network 

The Integral Infrastructure Survey outlines for each  

of the four scenarios the energy networks that would 

be required in 2050. It details for the various gas and 

electricity networks, as well as for heat grids and CO
2
 

networks, by how much they would have to be expanded  

by 2050 and how to do so.

The Netherlands has nationwide electricity and gas 

transport infrastructure with cross-border connections  

that make it possible to exchange energy with other 

countries, as well as regional distribution systems and  

a small number of heat grids, mainly in urban areas.

The energy transition will change both the sources  

and the final use of energy. This in particular is a  

challenge for infrastructure companies. It will require  

them to expand networks, make different kinds of 

connections and repurpose existing networks for  

other energy carriers. Aside from that, existing  

networks that no longer serve a purpose in the  

new energy system will have to be removed.

5.2  National electricity transmission network 

5.2.1 220/380kV transmission network

To calculate the extent of power transmission over the 220/380kV network in 2050, a network model of the current grid 

topology was used, including the expansions that TenneT has already planned. 

Figure 9. 380kV network expansions already planned by TenneT.

measures upgrade to 4kAnone extra circuit new connection
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As a result, expansion will be most needed in the northern 

part of the Netherlands, because of the transmission of 

large volumes of offshore wind power from Den Helder  

to the central ring. Based on the assumptions selected for 

supply, demand and flexibility resources, the connections 

between Tilburg and Eindhoven and between Zwolle and 

Hengelo will also require expansion. 

Despite the expansions that are already in the pipeline, 

as specified above, all four scenarios project a considerable  

need for network expansions for 2050. 

High levels of offshore wind energy production and  

large demand for power in the Netherlands and Germany  

are major factors in the emergence of bottlenecks in  

all four scenarios, as shown by the network calculations.  

The network calculations show that the following 

parameters have a major impact on the results and  

on potential infrastructure investments.

•  Landfall points for offshore wind power: the generation 

of wind power at sea and the need for modifications to 

the 220/380kV network are highly correlated. Alternative 

options for these locations may, therefore, also affect 

potential network upgrades. 

•  Size and locations of data centres: large data centres 

generate significant and concentrated power demand. 

Ideally, this demand would be met through the high-

voltage network (220/380kV) with connections near 

supply locations, and in particular near landfall points  

for offshore wind power.

•  Power-to-gas locations: in all four scenarios, power- 

to-gas is a key flexibility resource for long-term balancing 

of supply and demand. From this perspective, it would  

be best to connect large units to the 380kV network right  

at the landfall point, because that is where the largest 

local surpluses are expected to arise. The analyses show 

that moving these units further away from these  

locations, i.e. further inland, would significantly increase  

the need for transport and additional modifications  

to the 220/380kV network. 

•  Operation of power-to-gas: the use of power-to-gas  

has a considerable impact on transport needs.  

Situations where these systems are not operational,  

for example, during periods of high levels of production 

of offshore wind and high demand for electricity, could 

lead to excess strain on the 380kV network. Operational 

interventions, such as running power-to-gas and gas-fired 

power stations simultaneously, could ease the strain on 

the electricity infrastructure and thus reduce the number 

of network upgrades, but they will come with significant 

conversion losses and costs. It is therefore important to 

carefully consider this option from an economic and 

technical perspective. Transport distance and time are  

key factors in this context.

•  Location of power stations: building quick-start peak  

power stations decentrally near demand centres,  

so as to cover shortages, will relieve the burden placed  

on the electricity infrastructure.

•  Location of batteries: installing batteries near the  

largest (short-term) capacity needs (supply or demand) 

will lighten the transmission load for the electricity 

infrastructure.

•  The way in which energy-intensive industry  

will meet its energy needs in the future:  

as far as the production of the required steam  

and high-temperature process heat is concerned,  

there is no clarity yet as to whether it will be done  

using green gas, natural gas with CCS or electricity.

Figure 10. Bottlenecks in the scenarios in 2050, expressed for each scenario in terms of energy volume that cannot be transported.
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5.2.2 110/150kV networks
A few years back, TenneT split the 110/150kV networks into 

sub-networks called ‘load pockets’. As a result, the 110/150kV 

networks are no longer used for capacity transmission 

between separate network sections. This transmission runs 

entirely through the 220/380kV network. Further assessment 

of the 110/150kV networks shows that these networks  

will have to be split up further to prevent bottlenecks.

All four scenarios anticipate that the 150kV network in 

Figure 11. Need for 110/150kV network expansions in 2050 for each scenario, expressed in terms of non-supplied energy.
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the Botlek area and in the northern part of the province 

of Noord-Holland will be split up further on account of 

the foreseen large volumes of wind power that will be 

brought to the landfall points at Maasvlakte and Den Helder 

respectively. In both these regions, the 150kV networks 

are still connected to the 380kV network through multiple 

stations, meaning that large-scale capacity feed-in of 

offshore wind power through parallel transmission will  

lead to a massive excessive strain on the 150kV networks.
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5.3  National hydrogen and  
methane transport network 

5.3.1 National high-pressure transport network 
Part of the current gas transport network can be freed  

up and repurposed for hydrogen transport. The rest of the 

grid will remain operational for the transport of methane: 

(green) gas.

For future hydrogen transport, national hydrogen 

infrastructure can be operational as early as before 2030, 

for which mainly (approx. 85%) existing pipelines will be 

used and some (approx. 15%) new pipelines will be laid. 

This infrastructure, which is expected to be ready before 

2030, connects major industrial clusters to other major 

industrial clusters and to storage facilities in salt caverns in 

the north-eastern and northern part of the Netherlands. It 

can also accommodate international transport to Germany 

and Belgium. The calculation of the volumes of hydrogen 

transport in the network is based on the assumption that 

this infrastructure will be available in 2030. See Figure 23  

for an illustration of the hydrogen backbone around 2030.

The rest of the gas grid will be used mainly for methane 

transport in the future. Green methane will continue to 

play a key role mainly in regional networks for households, 

agriculture and small industry. The gas grid has an excellent, 

fine-meshed connection to these sectors through the 

medium-pressure network. 

The national hydrogen infrastructure will have to be 

strengthened further, mainly by adding more pipelines  

from the existing gas network that become available, 

because industry will be using hydrogen on a large scale by  

2050, both as a raw material and for heating, and because 

hydrogen will then be used for power stations, mobility  

and transit to Germany in particular. Network calculations 

show that there will be bottlenecks in the hydrogen network 

in all four scenarios. The major bottlenecks originate from 

the extent of supply and/or demand at:

•  places with large-scale electrolysis. This concerns  

links in the provinces of Zeeland (Borssele-Ossendrecht),  

Zuid-Holland (Maasvlakte-Wijngaarden) and  

Noord-Holland (IJmond-Beverwijk);

•  places where large power stations are situated,  

such as the location of the current Maxima power  

station in the province of Flevoland;

•  locations for large-scale hydrogen storage near 

Zuidwending and Epe, just across the border  

near Enschede; 

•  import and export points, such as the Vlieghuis  

border point near Coevorden. Germany has identified  

this location as a serious candidate location for  

hydrogen exchange with the Netherlands. 

In transit networks, loads exceeding 60% are no exception, 

but there are no bottlenecks. This is based, however, on the 

assumption that the compressor locations in the hydrogen 

network will be repurposed for hydrogen compression. 

Figure 12. Bottlenecks in the hydrogen network. The colours yellow and red denote the extent  
of the maximum capacity overrun (1.1 means a 10% overrun of the maximum capacity).
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Detailed assessment of the methane network shows that, in 

the European scenario, there will be bottlenecks in pipelines 

to some of the major power stations, such as to the location 

of the current Maxima power station in the province of 

Flevoland. For this scenario, choosing methane import 

will also create a bottleneck near Tegelen in the province 

of Limburg. It seems to be more realistic for the future, 

however, to assume that these imports from Germany will 

not enter the country at Tegelen, but at Oude Statenzijl.  

This choice eliminates the aforementioned local bottleneck 

in the province of Limburg.

5.3.2 National medium-pressure  
transport network 
Bottlenecks are not expected in the medium-pressure 

network before 2050 because of dropping demand 

for gas in the built environment. The use of green gas 

produced through anaerobic digestion, which is a form 

of fermentation, and other methods will not buck this 

downward trend. Seeing as the green gas that is produced 

cannot always immediately be used locally, it has to be 

either transported to other areas or stored temporarily. 

This is why the green gas is sometimes injected from the 

regional gas distribution system into the national medium-

pressure network using what is known as a booster. 

In the future, the built environment and small industry  

may develop demand for hydrogen besides green gas. 

The European scenario anticipates that space heating 

needs will be met using both green gas and hydrogen. 

This may lead to a distribution issue as the Dutch Climate 

agreement requires local authorities to define for each of 

their districts separately which heating option (heat grid, 

all-electric, green gas, hydrogen or yet other options) would 

be best to meet heating demand in that district and specify 

the associated time schedule. Due to the highly meshed 

nature of the regional gas distribution systems, however, it 

is not possible to pick one of these options for each district 

separately. What may work better for this scenario is to solve 

the distribution puzzle for green gas and hydrogen districts 

based on coverage areas: first by network operators jointly 

with governments and other stakeholders.

Figure 13. Bottlenecks in the methane network. The colours yellow and red denote the extent  
of the maximum capacity overrun (1.1 means a 10% overrun of the maximum capacity).
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5.4  Regional electricity  
distribution systems

The Netherlands’ regional electricity distribution  

systems operate with different voltages:

• Intermediate voltage (IV) between 25 and 66kV

• Medium voltage (MV) between 3 and 23kV

• Low voltage (LV) 0.4kV

These regional distribution systems are operated  

by seven different network operators, of which Liander, 

Enexis and Stedin are the largest. 

Calculations for 2050 show a major increase in the load  

on the regional electricity distribution systems in all  

four scenarios compared to the current situation. 

In the Regional and National scenarios, the large  

volumes of solar and wind energy fed into the systems  

will, on average, triple the load. In the European scenario 

and the International scenario, the load on the electricity 

distribution systems would increase by a factor of 1.5 to 2. 

This is not so much due to the growing supply of renewable 

energy, but rather – like in both the other scenarios – due  

to sharply rising demand.

Increasing network load can be capped at approximately 

13 - 22 GVA by using system flexibility such as system 

batteries. This would, however, require these resources to 

be connected directly to the production and consumption 

areas that are causing the peak load. Capacity, too, would 

have to be aligned with the level of demand. Finally, the 

flexibility resources would have to be used as and when local 

bottlenecks are imminent. While this may seem self-evident, 

it will restrict the operators in terms of using these resources 

for other purposes.

The need for additional capacity is the greatest in  

the Regional scenario because of the sharp rise in solar  

and wind power, while it is the lowest in the International 

scenario, which is in many cases due to the increase in 

demand for electricity. The additional capacity needs  

for each high-voltage station separately are sometimes  

as high as 1000 MVA (red).

Figure 14. Regional distribution system  
operator coverage areas (electricity).
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Based on the results of network calculations, an initial 

assessment is made of the modifications that would be 

required for the totality of all regional distribution systems. 

These modifications fall into the following categories. 

•  Increasing the capacity of existing stations  

by installing additional transformers. 

• Building new stations in the power grid.

•  Making new cable connections and laying additional 

cables to increase the capacity of connections.

New cables/cable exten-
sions in kms

Current Regional National European International

LV cable 153,400  33,800  38,800  32,000  27,900 

MV cable 107,000  44,400  44,100  35,200  33,600 

Total cables regional 
distribution systems

260,400 78,200 82,900 67,200 61,500

New cables required in each scenario. Network lengths are included for reference purposes.

New stations Current Regional National European International

MV-LV station 84,000 12,000 11,900 9,900 7,500

MV, MV-MV, IV-MV 
stations

1210 780 760 660 600

HV-MV, HV-IV stations 242 142 135 98 91

Total number of  
stations in regional 

distribution systems

85,452 12,922 12,795 10,658 8,191

New stations required in each scenario. The current number of stations is included for reference purposes.

Table 1 The number of expansions required in the three categories for 2050, in each scenario.
The effect of system flexibility on excess load has not been taken into consideration.

Station expansions Current Regional National European International

MV-LV station 84,000 15,000 14,900 13,300 11,490

MV, MV-MV,  
IV-MV stations

1210 12 15 29 16

HV-MV, HV-IV stations 242 60 71 101 105

Total number of  
stations in regional 

distribution systems

85,452 15,072 14,986 13,430 11,611

Station expansions in each scenario. The current number of stations is included for reference purposes.
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5.5 Regional gas distribution systems

The regional gas distribution network operators operate a 

total of 110,000km of low-pressure pipelines (with pressure 

ratings of between 100 and 30 mbar) and 12,000km of 

medium/high-pressure pipelines (with pressure ratings  

of between 100 mbar and 8 bar). Put together, these 

pipelines could circle the earth three times. Virtually all 

companies and homes are connected to this network.  

In all four scenarios, natural gas supply through these 

regional distribution systems would cease, which supposes  

a very drastic change to the gas system. One section of  

all homes and companies will stop using gas altogether,  

while another will switch to green gas or hydrogen.

In all four scenarios, a large number of households  

will get their heating from an alternative source,  

without a gas connection. The scenarios project a  

sharp increase in the use of green gas, whereby the 

European scenario sees the largest number of homes  

switch to green gas and a hybrid heat pump: 40% of  

the total. In the Regional scenario and the National 

scenario, this is 20%. Hydrogen is also expected to be  

part of the energy mix in the European (20%) scenario  

and the International (60%) scenario, and again in 

combination with the hybrid heat pump. 
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Figure 17. Developments in gas supply to homes.
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Removing the gas grid 
Depending on the scenario, 30% to 70% of the regional gas 

distribution system will become surplus to requirements 

and be removed. This is based on current legislation,  

which dictates that pipelines must be removed from  

the ground if they are no longer used. 

Modifications for hydrogen 
It only takes a few minor modifications to repurpose the 

regional gas distribution system for hydrogen. However,  

it does mean that a large number of connections will have  

to be converted within a short time span and that all users  

in a coverage area of a gas receiving station will have to 

switch from natural gas to hydrogen at the same time.

The analysis of the modifications that will have to be  

made to the gas distribution systems assumes an end  

state where one single heating solution has been selected  

for an entire neighbourhood or district. A situation where 

each household chooses its heating solution individually, 

which would ultimately result in a ‘potpourri’ of heating 

solutions at household level has not been worked out 

because it is not feasible economically and practically.

This share is the largest in the National and Regional 

scenarios; the European and International scenarios 

maintain a large part of the gas grid because they  

involve the use of a hybrid heat pump that is fuelled  

by green gas or hydrogen. 

Modifications for green gas: two-way traffic 
The current regional gas distribution system can already be 

used to transport green gas. However, there is the possibility 

of a surplus building up when more green gas is fed in than is 

consumed in a local network. This problem can be overcome 

by installing boosters in the networks that feed the gas 

into the national gas transport network: this would enable 

two-way traffic. Estimates of how many boosters this would 

require range from over 100 in the National scenario to over 

230 in the European scenario. Where and when these green 

gas boosters will be needed is impossible to say at this point, 

because it depends on things such as the development of 

anaerobic digestion systems and other green gas production 

methods. Close monitoring of the developments is expected 

to enable timely implementation of any expansions using 

customised solutions.

Current situation Regional National European International

LP pipelines (km) 108,995km 62,923km 75,627km 31,087km 31,567km 

HP pipelines (km) 11,396km 6,629km 8,045km 3,392km 3,433km 

# District stations 20,351 8,967 12,178 5,334 5,334

Table 2. As much as 70% of pipelines may have to be removed (National scenario).

Quantity Regional National European International

Removing household gas connections 6,600,000 6,600,000 3,100,000 3,100,000

Switching households to H2
- - 1,414,000 5,280,000

Replacing valves - - 43,000 162,000

Converting regulators - - 4,000 14,000

Removing industry gas connections 2,000 2,000 2,000 3,000

Switching industry connections to H2
2,000 3,000 3,000 3,000

Removing non-residential building gas connections 600,000 800,000 900,000 900,000

Switching non-residential buildings to H2
- - 100,000 300,000

Green gas booster stations 132 108 232 -

Table 3. Infrastructure modifications to regional gas distribution systems.
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Figure 18. Estimate of areas with potential for large-scale heat infrastructure.

National  
supply & demand

European 
supply & demand

International  
supply & demand

Regional  
supply & demand

Indication of pipeline length: 400 - 500km
Average diameter: DN700

Indication of pipeline length: 400 - 500km
Average diameter: DN500

Indication of pipeline length: 200 - 300km
Average diameter: DN450

Indication of pipeline length: 200 - 300km
Average diameter: DN700

5.6 Heat grids 

At present, approximately four percent of all heating 

demand (400,000 connected homes) is met through heat 

grids. The current Dutch energy system includes mainly 

local heat infrastructures for the built environment and the 

greenhouse horticulture sector. Heat consumers in these 

sectors are connected to heat distribution networks that 

obtain heat from one or multiple sources. Roughly half of 

the connections are in the cities of Amsterdam, Rotterdam, 

Almere and Utrecht. There are, however, no large-scale 

(regional) heat transport networks yet. 

This illustration shows where large-scale heat transport  

is imaginable – demand exists in the red areas, supply in  

the green areas, and the black lines represent the large-

scale transport. Further distribution of heat to households  

or buildings is taken care of using distribution systems.

For the Regional and National scenarios, these are transport 

connections between supply and demand for geothermics. 

The Dutch Climate Agreement aspires to have  

one million homes connected to a heat grid by 2030. 

The development from 2030 onwards is less clearly 

defined. This study has taken into consideration that, 

depending on the scenario, heat grids will meet 15% to 

45% of the total heat demand in the built environment 

by 2050.

In identifying areas where heat grids are most likely  

to be successful, we looked at factors such as 

neighbourhoods that already have a heat grid, the 

proximity to heat sources and the level of urbanisation.

The European and International scenarios plot transport 

connections between supply and demand for residual  

heat. These scenarios project a smaller share for heat  

grids. In all four scenarios, there would be potential  

for more extensive heat transport infrastructure with  

multiple connections in the provinces of Noord-Holland  

and Zuid-Holland.
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5.7 CO2 networks

Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) will be used in the short 

term to help achieve the climate target for 2030. The Dutch 

Climate Agreement sets a target of 10 Mton of CCS per year 

by 2030, whereby empty gas fields under the sea bed are 

used for the storage part of CCS.

All four scenarios include some level of carbon capture and 

storage in 2050. In the Regional scenario and the National 

scenario, CCS is limited to situations where there are no 

or only very cost-intensive carbon emission reduction 

alternatives. The remaining carbon emissions are offset  

by using CCS for part of the electricity production. 

Given that the fuel used for electricity production is  

already green, these are known as negative emissions. 

In the European and International scenarios, negative emissions 

will also be needed as a measure to make the energy system 

carbon-neutral. However, these scenarios provide more 

possibilities for carbon capture and storage. Besides domestic 

carbon capture in industrial areas and near power stations, 

CO
2
 imported from the Belgian industrial cluster near Antwerp 

and the German Ruhr area has also been taken into account. 

The imported CO
2
 will be stored in the Dutch part of the North 

Sea. The European scenario furthermore covers demand for 

hydrogen using blue hydrogen produced by steam cracking 

(imported) natural gas and capture of the CO
2
 produced. 

Regional National European International

Hydrogen production 0 0 12.3 0

Industry 3.2 3.7 3.4 10.1

Electricity production 1.4 2.1 6.4 5.7

Imported 0 0 5 10

Total [Mton/a] 4.6 5.8 27.1 25.8

Of which negative 
emissions

1.4 1.5 5.5 4.2

Table 4. Overview of annual CO2 storage needs in the four scenarios.

For the Regional and National scenarios, a relatively  

small expansion of the regional infrastructure that is 

anticipated for 2030 will probably suffice. The European  

and International scenarios anticipate creation of a 

network of pipelines from the provinces of Zeeland  

and Limburg with connections further inland to  

Belgium and Germany respectively.

Figure 19. CO2 infrastructure foreseen in the Regional and National scenarios (left)  
and the European and International scenarios (right).

Regional and National European and International

Indication of pipeline length: 100-150km Indication of pipeline length: 250-350km
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Section 6. 
Development  
paths for 2030-2050
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6.1 National electricity transmission network

6.1.1 380kV networks
At a certain number of specific connections, it is worthwhile in all scenarios to replace conductors with conductors  

with a greater transmission capacity of four kiloamperes (kA). This upgrade will, therefore, be included in TenneT’s 

investment portfolio.

Figure 20. Overview of connections (in blue) that will be upgraded to 4kA.

not necessary already foreseen necessaryupgrade to 4kA
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additional infrastructure is the greatest in the National 

scenario, because of the large volume of offshore wind 

power that has to be transported inland.

Sensitivity analyses have, furthermore, shown that a 

reasonably small change to the distribution of offshore wind 

power over the various landfall points along the coast has a 

major impact on the strain placed on the national electricity 

transmission network. This means that the development  

of offshore wind after 2030, which is largely an unknown 

factor at this point, will have a great bearing on the 

development paths for the 2030-2050 period. 

The system study conducted for the ‘Verkenning aanlanding 

wind op zee 2030-2040’ about landfall for offshore wind 

power, in which TenneT and Gasunie are involved, will answer  

the question of how to increase offshore wind power 

production to 27GW between 2030 and 2040. Based on  

this study, more in-depth assessments can be made for  

the development paths between 2030 and 2040.

2  Landfall points for offshore wind power are designated  
in the ‘Verkenning Aanlanding Windenergie op Zee.’

3  It should be noted here that the foreign power grid has not been  
modelled for this study. Electricity could in reality also flow to  
Germany through other connections, which could change the load  
on the Dutch power grid and, with that, the need for investments.

Remaining bottlenecks that are eligible for further analysis 

after the upgrade come in the form of excess load on: 

•  the 380kV connections between Tilburg,  

Eindhoven and Maasbracht;

•  the 380kV connections in the province of Noord-Holland, 

including excess loads on the anticipated connection 

between Beverwijk and Middenmeer. This is mainly due  

to the fact that Den Helder has been assessed as a 

possible landfall point for offshore wind power2;

•  connections in the Maasvlakte region. Again, the assumed 

spread of coastal locations for landfall points for offshore 

wind power is a decisive factor for the mitigating measure;

•  the 380kV connections between Hengelo and Zwolle, 

which feature in many scenarios and sensitivities.  

This is mainly on account of offshore wind power 

transported to Germany3 or the southern part of  

the Netherlands via Hengelo.

What additional infrastructure will be required after the 

upgrade to 4kA depends on the scenario. The need for 

Figure 21. Excess load expressed in terms of volumes of non-transported energy 
per scenario before (top) and after (below) the upgrade to 4kA HTLS.
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Figure 22. Overview of the subdivision of the 242 connection points into 40 pockets.
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6.1.2 110/150kV networks
In 2030, the splitting up of the network is supposed to lead to 40 load pockets to which a total of 242 sub-stations 

operated by regional network operators are connected.
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6.2  National hydrogen and methane transport network 

6.2.1 High-pressure gas grid 

The HyWay275 report details what the hydrogen  

backbone could look like around 2030. 

Production locations and industrial clusters are  

connected to hydrogen storage facilities in salt caverns  

and, consequently, also to each other. The first set of 

hydrogen caverns (four of them, total 0.8 TWh) will be  

ready and available for hydrogen storage around 2027.  

The hydrogen route from Rotterdam to Ravenstein via 

Bergen op Zoom can be up and running by then.

From 2030 onwards, supply and demand for hydrogen  

will grow to such an extent that the hydrogen network  

will have to be expanded from approx. 1,000km in 

pipelines in 2030 to a maximum of approx. 3,000km  

in pipelines in 2050. Around 10% to 15% of these  

pipelines will be laid new or procured from third  

parties. Virtually all hydrogen pipelines, including  

new pipelines, will run along existing routes. 

Between 2030 and 2050, the hydrogen infrastructure  

will also gradually be fitted with compressors to keep  

the growing hydrogen flows pressurised. A maximum  

of 400MW of compression capacity is anticipated.  

Existing natural gas compressors will be replaced by 

hydrogen compressors on existing stations. In what  

order this will be done depends on how supply and 

demand develop and the resulting transport need. 

Figure 23. Outline of the hydrogen backbone around 2030.
The yellow lines represent existing pipelines, the blue lines are new pipelines.4 

4  A pipeline through the Betuwe region is on the table  
as an alternative East-West link for hydrogen. 

5  The HyWay27 report with the results of the review that was conducted 
by PwC and commissioned by the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs 
and Climate Policy is expected to be published in May 2021.
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6.3  Regional electricity  
distribution systems 

Between 2030 and 2050, all distribution system sections 

will require continuous or accelerated capacity expansion 

to get the infrastructure ready for the 2050 scenarios. The 

annual distribution system growth rate through to 2050 in 

the European scenario and International scenarios is similar 

to the growth rate required to hit the targets from the Dutch 

Climate Agreement. In the Regional and National scenarios, 

the expansion rate will have to increase sharply after 2030. 

If the Netherlands were to go for a considerable level of 

self-sufficiency, as envisaged in the Regional scenario or 

the National scenario, the need for additional infrastructure 

would increase to such a degree that it would also impact 

on investments required before 2030. 

The rate of investment would then, if possible, have to be  

scaled up even more as early as over the coming ten years,  

so as to be able to grow to the investment rate that will  

be required at a later stage. This does, however, lead to a 

number of issues as to how to get this done. And it underlines  

once again just how important it is to take a long-term 

perspective that looks beyond the coming 10 years. 

It is good to realise that achieving the goals from the Dutch 

Climate Agreement (possibly including an incentivisation

package for additional needs) requires unprecedented 

acceleration now, not just in the future. Over the 2015-2019 

period, the network operators built an average of nine top-

grade transformer stations every year, and this expansion 

rate would have to be upped to 25 every year to meet 

the goals from the Dutch Climate Agreement. The work 

package is therefore now already triple what it used to be. 

The possible impact of system flexibility has not been 

considered in the analysis of the development paths for  

the regional electricity distribution systems. Provided  

certain conditions are met, system flexibility resources  

have the potential to mitigate part of the bottlenecks. 

They will, however, not prevent regional distribution system 

operators from having to build a lot of new infrastructure.

Between now and 2030, the distribution systems will have to be expanded considerably to be able to reach the goals from  

the Dutch Climate Agreement. For the Regional scenario and the National scenario, the expansion rate will have to be stepped  

up significantly between 2030 and 2040 as solar and wind power production is scaled up. For the European scenario and the 

International scenario, the growth rate for the period after 2030 will remain at roughly the same level as today. The respective  

growth rates in these scenarios are largely determined by increasing consumption due to advancing electrification. In terms  

of the required expansion, the International scenario is the lower limit for all asset types.

Figure 24. The development paths for the various stations and cables in the total regional electricity distribution network. 
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but also a large share of electrification with things such  

as all-electric heating solutions. Seeing as this also  

affects the lower network sections to a considerable 

degree, the National scenario involves the highest  

level of investment in the MV/LV system. 

The percentage of additional infrastructure compared 

to the current network is generally smaller for the lower 

network sections. Given that it does, however, involve  

very large numbers, the amount of work and hours of  

labour will be much greater.

The number and level of upgrades for the regional 

distribution systems vary per network section. The higher  

the network section, the greater the required upgrade will  

be in proportion. This is because large-scale renewable 

power production will be connected to the network  

at the highest voltage level (HV/MV) right away, as per  

the regional distribution system operators’ connection  

policy. As a result, the Regional scenario and the National 

scenario project the highest level of investment in the 

higher network sections. The National scenario not only 

involves a large share of renewable power production  

When it comes to the size of the annual work packages, the four scenarios can be split up into two sets. Analysis of the 

Regional and National scenarios shows that both expect the work to peak between 2030 and 2040, while the European 

and International scenarios stay at roughly the same investment level as over the 2020-2030 period.
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Figure 25. Annual investments for various asset types and time periods.
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Gas supply and demand will develop on a strongly regional 

level between 2030 and 2050, especially supply and demand  

for hydrogen or green gas in the built environment. 

Modifications to and expansion of the networks will, 

therefore, require a high level of customisation (boosters, 

network connections, pipeline repurposing, etc.).

From around 2030, parts of Gasunie’s medium-pressure 

network will gradually be switched to hydrogen as 

demand for hydrogen in the built environment grows. This 

development is particularly prevalent in the International 

scenario and the European scenario, where it is, in fact, 

substantial (it may involve several thousands of kilometres 

of regional transport pipelines). In this same context and 

following a number of pilots, parts of the distribution 

systems operated by the regional operators can be 

converted to hydrogen. 

When a national transport pipeline is switched to 

hydrogen, the underlying regional distribution systems 

must also switch to hydrogen, or another pipeline must be 

used. This requires a step-by-step modification plan, with 

the regional distribution system operators physically going 

to each and every connection to replace the gas meter 

and fitters having to replace customers’ gas equipment 

or repurpose it for hydrogen. Converting a network from 

a natural gas network into a hydrogen network may even 

require double infrastructure in certain very specific cases. 

The scope, location and pace of the total work package 

of modifications to the hydrogen network are difficult to 

determine at this point. The expectation is that the lead 

time of modifications to the transport networks will be 

shorter than the lead time of supply, storage and sales, 

partly because it involves the use of existing pipelines  

that will gradually be withdrawn from the current natural  

gas network. What is important in this context is that  

unused pipelines continue to be available for reuse and  

not be removed prematurely.

Contrary to the supply of natural gas from gas fields, the 

supply of green gas is spread out over the country more 

and its further development will also be spread out over  

the country. When gas production starts to exceed demand, 

there are various possible network modifications. In order 

to create a large potential market for green gas and, where 

possible, to be able to use storage facilities, the surplus  

gas can be compressed so that it can be fed into pipelines 

with a higher pressure rating in the medium-pressure/high-

pressure network through green gas boosters. The estimate 

for 2050 is that between 100 and 230 such boosters will 

be required, depending on the scenario. Another solution 

would be additional network connections or upgrades in 

regional distribution system operators’ respective areas. 

All in all, the range of solutions is diverse and they often 

involve customisation on a regional scale (mainly in case 

of green gas). It is, for example, almost impossible to chart 

a quantitatively precise regionalised development path to 

2050 for boosters and connections.

6.4 Regional gas distribution systems

After 2030, the interconnected gas networks, regardless of 

whether they are high, medium or low pressure, will have 

to simultaneously transport different kinds of gas at all 

pressure levels: green gas, hydrogen and remaining natural 

gas with different calorific values. This creates a complex 

gas distribution puzzle that the network operators, working 

in partnership with governments and other stakeholders, 

will first have to solve. An undertaking of this scale requires 

coordination, by the government among others. Seeing as 

unused pipelines can be used to help solve the puzzle, it 

is important to always carefully assess whether to remove 

unused infrastructure or leave it for reuse. And so, it is 

essential to look into possible development paths where the 

infrastructure will initially be developed in exactly the same 

way across the four scenarios and where various additional 

infrastructure developments will be required only at a later 

stage. These kinds of developments could, consequently,  

be considered effective investments in all cases.

Gasunie’s regional distribution network and the distribution 

systems of the Regional Distribution System Operators will 

be increasingly interconnected in the future, partly on the 

back of the installation of green gas boosters and network 

connections intended to create a larger potential market 

for green gas.

Figure 26. Schematic representation of the correlation 
between the distribution system (low-pressure network 
and medium-pressure network) and the associated feed-in 
areas of multiple gas receiving stations. A partial transition 
to hydrogen would require various ‘breaks’ (not drawn).  
The network configuration will ultimately partially 
determine where hydrogen and green gas can be delivered. 
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interconnected gas area 1
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6.5 Heat grids 

Based on the Dutch Climate Agreement, the number of heat 

grid connections is expected to grow to one million over 

the period through to 2030. Depending on the scenario, 

heat grids will continue to develop after that. In the Regional 

scenario, the figure will grow to nearly six million connections, 

but the development of heat grids may, based on the 

scenarios, top out at roughly 2 million connections in 2050.

with connections from the Ruhr area via the province of 

Limburg and from the industrial cluster near Antwerp via  

the province of Zeeland.

Existing natural gas pipelines that become available are 

generally easier to repurpose for hydrogen transport than 

for CO
2
 transport. CO

2
 is transported at lower pressure to 

prevent two-phase flow (gas and liquid). Substantial CO
2
 

flows will, therefore, require pipelines with relatively large 

diameters, especially when CO
2
 has to be transported 

over long distances. Gasunie is, therefore, prioritising  

the repurposing of gas pipelines for hydrogen transport. 

Only where hydrogen transport is not required does using 

a pipeline for CO
2
 transport become an option. In many 

cases of CO
2
 transport, laying new pipelines is the obvious 

option, possibly in reserved pipeline trenches.

All four scenarios plot roughly the same development 

paths for CCS. 

The drops in CCS foreseen for the period after 2040 are 

based on the assumption that new production processes  

will emerge in the long term that will no longer emit 

carbon dioxide and are more cost-efficient than the  

old CCS process.

The number of connections is shown in terms of home 

equivalents here because it covers both households and 

buildings. Each home equivalent is assumed to consume 

30GJ of heat on an annual basis. The European scenario 

projects the same growth path in terms of number of 

connections as the International scenario.

6.6 CO2 networks

For the Regional scenario and the National scenario,  

the infrastructure requires only limited expansion before 

2030. The European scenario and the International 

scenario foresee the creation of a national CO
2
 network  

Figure 27. Development of the number of 
home equivalents connected to heat grids. 
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Section 7. 
Costs, space  
and feasibility 
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An important factor for the cost differences between  

the scenarios is the size of the energy system: the smaller 

the system (less energy), the lower the costs. Accordingly, 

of the four scenarios the Regional scenario has the lowest 

costs due to the low energy consumption in this scenario.

To correct for the size of the energy system, the total costs  

for 2050 are expressed in euros per megawatt hour. As this 

figure shows, all scenarios are considerably more expensive  

than the current system with high CO
2
 emissions. In view  

of the uncertainties regarding the price developments  

of energy sources and conversion technologies, the price 

differences between the scenarios are too small to be 

meaningful. It does matter, however, what these costs 

are comprised of. In the scenarios where the Netherlands 

is importing a lot of energy, the costs for the purchase 

of sustainable molecules play a major role, while in the 

self-sufficient scenarios the capital costs for sustainable 

generation, flexibility and infrastructure dominate.

For the period 2030 and 2050, it has been calculated  

that network operators will have to invest between 2.5  

and 4.5 billion euros annually, depending on the scenario. 

In all scenarios, the largest investment is in expanding the 

electricity networks. The scenario that really stands out in 

this regard is the National scenario, where two billion euros – 

almost half of the annual investments – is earmarked for  

the construction of the offshore network connections. 

In the Regional scenario, a relatively large sum must  

be invested in the construction of heat grids in order  

to be able to provide about 6 million home equivalents7 

(both homes and buildings) with heating by 2050. 

7.1 Costs

In this study, the annual costs of the energy system in 2050, 

excluding taxes and subsidies, have been calculated for 

the four scenarios. The costs of the system are based on 

calculations in the ETM.6 For this preliminary study, TNO  

has assessed the cost data in the model and updated  

this where necessary.

For the infrastructure investments, the costs are based 

on our own infrastructure calculations using our own cost 

figures. In this cost calculation, the additional investments 

have been amortised over a fixed period and the OPEX 

costs (including fuel and import costs) have been allocated 

to the system costs. The depreciation and maintenance 

costs of the current system have also been taken into 

account when calculating the OPEX.

Figure 29. Total costs of scenarios in 2050 and of 
the current energy system (in billions of euros). 
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Figure 31. Annual investments in  
infrastructure for the period 2030-2050.
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Figure 30. Cost of scenarios in 2050 and current 
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6  https://energytransitionmodel.com

7  Each home equivalent is assumed to  
consume 30GJ of heat on an annual basis.
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7.2 Space

7.2.1 Estimate of the space required  
for electricity infrastructure
In the various scenarios, the total amount of land required 

above ground for all extensions in electricity infrastructure 

varies from between approximately 50km2 to 80km2. 

The subsurface space the regional distribution system 

operators will need for laying electricity cables is 

considerably greater than the space they will need 

above ground. Over the next thirty years, approximately 

60,000 to 80,000 kilometres of cable will have to be laid. 

This difference is mainly determined by the construction  

of above ground 380kV transmission lines. Although the 

space required amounts to just a fraction of the total land 

area of the Netherlands, it will be difficult to find the land  

on which to build. 

This concerns – certainly in the case of LV cables – 

construction in urban areas. An initial estimate by the 

network operators shows that one in three streets will have 

to be dug up for this, a figure that illustrates the enormous 

societal challenge presented by this energy transition.

Table 6. Space needed for laying electricity cables underground.

Grid area Regional National European International

110kV network 3.5km2 3.6km2 2.7km2 3.2km2

150kV network 5.5km2 7.3km2 6.1km2 6.4km2

MV cables 244km2 243km2 194km2 185km2

LV cables 34km2 39km2 32km2 28km2

Total 287km2 292km2 235km2 223km2

Table 5. Space required for expansion of the above ground electricity infrastructure.

Grid area Regional National European International

380kV 40km2 70km2 50km2 45km2

110/150kV stations 5.3km2 4.6km2 2.2km2 2.0km2

Connected sub-stations 5.4km2 5.3km2 4.7km2 4.1km2

Total 50.7km2 79.9km2 56.9km2 51.1km2
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7.2.2 Estimate of the space required  
for gas infrastructure
The investments in the high-pressure gas network  

mainly concern making existing natural gas pipelines 

suitable for the transmission of hydrogen. 

No new land needs to be acquired for this purpose. 

In addition to hydrogen pipelines, extra connection 

pipelines to green gas power stations are needed,  

especially in the European scenario and sporadically in  

the other scenarios too. This concerns capacity expansion  

at existing locations; existing pipeline trenches can also  

be used for these predominantly short methane gas lines.

In two of the four scenarios, a substantial demand for 

hydrogen will develop in the regional transport pipelines  

(RTL) after 2030. This means that part of the current 

Though part of the high-pressure hydrogen network is 

being newly built, these new pipelines will not take up 

any extra space given that they can be laid in the existing 

pipeline trenches, and any new compressors will not claim 

any additional space either, given that these will be installed 

in existing stations.

medium-pressure gas network with a total length of 5,700km  

will have to be repurposed for the transmission of hydrogen; 

the rough estimate is that this will be a maximum of 2,000km  

in the European scenario and 3,000km in the International 

scenario. To comply with the provisions of the Dutch Decree 

on the External Safety of Pipelines (Besluit Externe Veiligheid 

Buisleidingen), additional space of two metres around these 

pipelines must be reserved. This means an extra space 

requirement of 4km2 for the European and 6km2 for the 

International scenario.

Table 7. Indicative number of kilometres of new pipeline in the high-pressure 
network for gas transmission (no additional space required).

New pipeline (in km) 2030 situation Regional National European International

HTL H2 - hydrogen Approx. 1,000 350 450 100 500

HTL CH4 - methane Approx. 5,200 13 5 240 20
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7.2.3 Indication of space required for  
solar fields, wind farms and flexibility
In this report, for the estimated amount of land required, the 

values for specific land requirements from the Generation 

Energy report, which average out to 102MW/km2 for solar 

fields and 6MW/km2 for wind farms, have been used. For  

the ‘regionalisation’ of both forms of sustainable generation, 

use has been made of the ‘analysis maps’ (showing spatial 

potential) drawn up by the offices of Generation Energy, 

CE Delft and Geodan for the National Programme on 

Regional Energy Strategy on behalf of the Dutch Ministry of 

Economic Affairs and Climate Policy, Dutch Ministry of the 

Interior and Kingdom Relations, Association of Provinces  

of the Netherlands, Association of Dutch Local Councils,  

and the Dutch Association of Regional Water Authorities.

The integration of 14GW of onshore wind capacity demands 

the most space. The space required for this type of capacity, 

usually in rural areas, does, however, remain available for 

agricultural activities. The integration of onshore wind is 

more about creating options that can count on support 

from the citizens. This is much less the case for solar fields 

and almost the entire surface is occupied by the panels 

and installations. However, the solar energy sector has 

indicated that considerably more solar panels can be 

installed on roofs or on the sides of buildings than assumed 

for the scenarios from this study. This sector has also stated 

that part of the solar capacity will be generated on inland 

waterways and linked to road infrastructure. As a result, it is 

expected that only part of all the space required for onshore 

solar power will come at the expense of agricultural land.

The space required for flexibility applications has also 

been estimated for the various scenarios. Although this 

is a relatively limited area in general, it does concern 

concentrated land-use requirements at the landfall  

points for offshore wind power, or close to other  

locations where sustainable energy is being generated.

The maps show the space required to accommodate 14GW (Regional and National) or 4GW (European and International) 

of additional onshore wind capacity. In the north of the Netherlands and the province of Flevoland, the greatest space 

requirements for the growth of onshore wind power are expected under the Regional and National scenarios. 

Figure 32. Space required per region for onshore wind. 
(The land percentage means the percentage of the total land area for that region)

land percentage [%]

European + InternationalRegional + National

0-1 1-5 5-10 10-15 > 15

Land required: 2,300km2 Land required: 670km2
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The integration of solar fields and the land this requires to install 66GW in the Regional, 58GW in the National, and 35GW 

in the European and International scenarios. The total space required for the solar fields in the Netherlands is a maximum 

of 2% of the total land area.

Figure 33. Land required per region for solar fields.

land percentage [%]

National European InternationalRegional

0-1 1-5 5-10 10-15 > 15
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7.3 Feasibility

In all scenarios, implementing all network expansions is 

beyond a doubt an enormous task. The greatest challenge 

lies in the expansion of the national and regional electricity 

networks in the National and Regional scenarios, and to a 

lesser extent in the European and International scenarios. 

The scarcity of skilled workers combined with the long 

lead times for projects already present major challenges 

and, depending on the choices, the limits of what is 

possible may be reached. An important aspect in this 

respect may be that control will be decentralised to the 

locations of supply, flexibility and demand. When working 

out the details for the national transmission network, the 

locations for the flexibility resources have already been 

chosen to take some of the pressure off the network. 

However, this has not yet been done in the calculations 

for the regional networks and thus the worst-case scenario 

is presented in the results. 

For determining the feasibility of the scenarios, the focus 

was mainly on the availability of workers with the right 

skills. To this end, a comparison has been made between 

the current ‘production’ and the future demand for 

modifications or expansions in the network.

Recruiting temporary workers
The feasibility analysis clearly shows that it is extremely 

important to recruit and train technical employees to 

ensure a sufficiently large skilled labour force to carry 

out all the activities directly or indirectly involved in 

the investments. 

The increase in the number of assets as a result of the 

expansions brings with it an increase in asset maintenance 

and management activities, specifically concerning 

replacements, refurbishments and other maintenance work. 

The network operators must also have staff and resources 

for other activities however, and a growing number of assets 

will mean a growing work package in this regards as well.

It cannot be put off indefinitely
For the annual work packages, the network operators aim 

to ensure that the work can be completed in the year in 

which it is scheduled to be completed. However, there are 

already bottlenecks in the implementation capacity and 

development time for infrastructure. This means that there 

is a risk that not all work required in the period up to 2030 

will be carried out on time, in which case uncompleted 

expansion work will be carried over to later years, along  

with the associated investments of course. This is really an 

urgent issue, all the more so given that the Regional and 

National scenarios require an even greater acceleration in 

the implementation of expansion and upgrading activities.

The construction of overhead lines and stations usually 

requires a long lead time, especially at TenneT. Gains  

can be made in this regard through smooth coordination, 

prioritisation and starting the projects in good time. This 

applies in particular to the National scenario, where there  

is a major challenge with both offshore and onshore works. 

Though, given the novel nature of the work, the practical 

aspects of creating the hydrogen network cannot be 

determined precisely, a general estimate can be made. 

Apart from the construction of new hydrogen compression 

plants, the amount of work after 2030 will be about twice 

as much as before the start of the HyWay27 study, which 

suggests that the envisioned hydrogen network can 

be completed by 2050. Given the required amount of 

hydrogen storage and the lead time for the construction  

of salt caverns, work in this area needs to be started as  

soon as possible.

REG NAT EUR INT Current average

No. reg. 
distribution 

system operator 
stations

from 110-150 
to 25-66kV

HV-IV station and 
HV-MV station 7 7 7 7 1

from 25-66 
to 3-23kV

IV-MV station / 
MV-MV station / 
MV station 26 27 23 11 8

Table 8. New regional grid substations per year by scenario.

This table shows the number of additional stations to be built in the regional electricity grids each year between 2030 

and 2050, as well as the current average number of new stations per year.
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Section 8. 
Main conclusions
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Refurbishing and adapting the energy networks in good time is a precondition for the energy transition to succeed. 
At the same time, this is certainly no easy task, which is why this exploratory study has been carried out. In this study, 
we investigate what adjustments need to be made to the energy system, the energy networks and the flexibility 
resources, and what system integration and connections between sectors are required to ensure that we have a 
reliable, affordable and robust climate-neutral energy system by 2050. 

The main conclusions of the analyses are:

1.  Extensive expansion and modification of energy 

infrastructures are required to facilitate a reliable,  

climate-neutral energy supply.

2.  Because energy supply and demand must be coordinated 

on time scales of hours, seasons and over the years, there 

is a great need for flexibility resources (including new forms  

of these) and storage for all energy carriers. 

3.  Making smart location choices for flexibility resources  

and supply and demand development limits the impact 

on the electricity infrastructure.

4.  The costs and the space requirements for the energy 

system increase sharply in the scenarios. There are no 

major differences between the scenarios in terms of 

the total costs; there are, however, in how the costs are 

structured and which areas are used.

5.  The analysis of the development paths of infrastructure 

expansions and modifications shows that the pace 

of expansion needs to be accelerated significantly 

compared to the historical pace. The feasibility of the 

required modifications is an urgent issue, one that ties 

in with the choices concerning developments in supply, 

demand, conversion and storage. Important societal 

factors here are the serious shortage of personnel 

(technical personnel in particular) and the current  

lead times for expansions that result from the  

decision-making processes. 

6.  A long-term perspective and comprehensive scope  

in the energy scenarios are needed to develop insights 

into a cost-effective transition to a reliable, climate-

neutral energy system.

In the rest of this section, we will explain these conclusions and provide the most significant insights for each topic. 

The conclusions also give rise to a series of recommendations with regard to policy and other matters, which are 

provided in the following section.
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CONCLUSION 1. Extensive expansion and modification of energy infrastructures  
are required to facilitate a reliable, climate-neutral energy supply.

The scenarios describe major changes in the energy  

system, with supply and demand, as well as the provision  

of flexibility, changing drastically. This has major 

consequences for the energy networks. It is assumed that 

flexibility resources will be installed at relatively favourable 

locations. What is new is that in all scenarios a hydrogen  

transport network with national coverage is required to 

supply industry, and in certain scenarios possibly also the 

mobility sector and homes, with hydrogen. Here, use can 

be made of the current natural gas network, parts of which 

will be refurbished and repurposed for the transport of 

hydrogen. The load on the remaining natural gas network 

will be less due to declining demand and the network will 

partly become redundant (especially at distribution level). 

Heat grids will be installed in various regions, sometimes 

on a small scale, covering just a few residential districts, 

sometimes large, with connections between urban areas  

(in the province of Zuid-Holland for example).

In all cases, CCS is required to a greater or lesser extent, 

with the CO
2
 being stored in depleted gas fields under 

the North Sea. Certain scenarios also provide for pipeline 

infrastructure for the removal of CO
2
 from the large 

industrial clusters in the south of the Netherlands, with 

connections from Germany and Belgium, to Rotterdam. 

The effects on the various infrastructures are described  

in more detail below.

National electricity networks
•  Need for further infrastructure expansion arises at all 

voltage levels (from 110kV to 380kV) and in all regions. 

Given that this foresees the most dominant role for 

offshore wind power, the national scenario has the 

greatest impact on the network (especially on  

the 220/380kV grid). The other three scenarios  

are more comparable.

•  In all scenarios, the largest overload on the 220/380kV  

grid results from the high generation of offshore wind 

energy, combined with a high demand for electricity  

in the Netherlands and exports abroad. 

•  In most cases, the greatest need for measures concerning 

the 110/150kV grid arises from an excessively large installed 

capacity for renewable generation at stations with limited 

transmission capacity, and in some of the regions due to 

increasing load demand (electrification of industry, data 

centres, additional demand due to flexibility, etc.). 

•  The greatest uncertainties for the transmission grid  

are the manner in which energy-intensive industry will 

meet the climate goals, the locations and size of offshore 

wind landfall points, power-to-gas installations and data 

centres, and the degree of self-sufficiency. 

National gas grids (methane and hydrogen)
•  In all scenarios, changes to the gas transmission  

networks are needed to be able to start transmitting  

both green gas and hydrogen. 

•  In all scenarios, a nationwide hydrogen network is  

required for the transmission of hydrogen between  

supply locations (P2G, import) and demand locations 

(such as industrial clusters) and to hydrogen storage 

facilities in the north and east of the Netherlands. 

•  The starting assumption is that a national ‘hydrogen 

backbone’ will be constructed between now and 2030. 

In the period from 2030 to 2050, the hydrogen network 

will need to be upgraded with additional pipelines, 

compressor units and various ‘entrance and exit ramps’,  

so to speak.
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•  Investments are also required to be able to connect 

electrolysers, including connections with pipelines that  

go to the North Sea for offshore conversion (part of  

the envisioned situation in two scenarios). 

•  Hydrogen, produced offshore via electrolysis, can in 

certain cases (depending on the production location) 

be transported to the national hydrogen transmission 

network via existing offshore pipelines. 

•  No capacity bottlenecks for methane are expected  

in the national high-pressure networks and the  

medium-pressure (RTL) transmission network. 

•  If hydrogen is used in the built environment in addition 

to green gas, this will present a distribution issue where 

a choice of gas type will need to be made for each 

coverage area.

Regional electricity networks 
•  In all scenarios, the large (additional) load for the regional 

electricity grids is striking compared to the current 

situation, meaning that almost all regional electricity grids 

in most areas will need to be stepped up considerably. 

•  Especially in the Regional and National scenarios, the large 

supply of solar and wind energy means that the current 

capacity of the regional grid will need to be increased more  

than two-fold on average. The European and International 

scenarios also require significant upgrading of the regional  

networks, on average 1.5 to 2 times the current capacity. 

This is not so much due to the growing supply of renewable 

energy, but rather – like in both the other scenarios – due 

to sharply rising demand from the built environment, 

industry outside the main clusters and mobility. 

•  Both the number of new stations required (transformer, 

metering & regulating and switching stations, and district 

transformer units) and the ‘grid lengths’ (total length of MV 

and LV cables) will increase in the scenarios by 60 to 100% 

compared to current numbers/lengths. There are very few 

areas where the current electricity grid can still meet the 

requirements in all four scenarios. 

•  The regional distribution system operators already have 

their work cut out for them in the period up to 2030 and 

yet will need to intensify their efforts in a number of areas. 

In the development paths leading up to the end-points 

of the four II3050 scenarios, the regional distribution 

system operators will need to maintain or even accelerate 

this rapid pace of expansion for at least 10 years longer 

(between 2030 and 2040).

Regional gas and hydrogen grids
•  In all scenarios, part of the gas network can eventually be 

removed (in the districts that have completely switched 

over to district heating or all electric), and another part 

is given a second life, for example for the distribution of 

hydrogen (in two scenarios) or of green gas (in two other 

scenarios), or a mix of these. 

•  If both green gas and hydrogen are available nationally as 

an energy carrier for the built environment, the topology 

and configuration of the existing gas networks (national 

and regional) will play an important role in the options 

concerning the use of hydrogen or of green gas. Due to 

the finely meshed nature of the regional gas networks, 

there is no ‘free choice’ at district level between the two 

sustainable gases: it is not a realistic prospect that network 

operators will operate parallel networks in one district  

to supply both hydrogen and green gas.

•  Depending on the way in which the transition takes 

place at district level, the rate at which natural gas is 

phased out, and perhaps also the rate at which hydrogen 

becomes available, it may occur during the transition that, 

temporarily, less use will be made of certain distribution 

pipelines. Keeping these pipelines available, however, can 

be of significant value for the conversion of a methane 

network to a hydrogen network. 

•  If hydrogen makes a break-through as an energy carrier, it 

is also logical that regional gas networks will be converted 

to hydrogen for large consumers (industry, auxiliary/

peak boilers for heat grids, etc.) and feed-in sites, such 

as electrolysers located close to large onshore wind 

and solar farms. Connection to a national hydrogen 

transmission infrastructure would then be logical.
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CONCLUSION 2. Because energy supply and demand must be coordinated on time scales of hours,  
seasons and over the years, there is a great need for flexibility resources (including new forms of these)  
and storage for all energy carriers.

CONCLUSION 3. Making smart location choices for flexibility resources and supply  
and demand development limits the impact on the electricity infrastructure.

•  The 2050 scenarios show major shifts in energy  

demand and energy supply compared to today.  

For the electricity supply, the result is a much greater 

need for flexibility to balance the supply of solar and 

wind energy with the demand. For the scenarios with 

low imports, the surpluses can amount to more than 

100GW (approximately five times the current peak 

electricity demand). For the scenarios with high imports, 

the maximum surpluses amount to more than 40GW 

(approximately twice the current peak electricity demand). 

•  By applying flexibility resources that ensure that  

the energy system is always in balance for all energy  

carriers and at all hours of the day throughout the year, 

very high capacities are achieved. We have based this  

on a limited number of representative technologies. 

Based on the chosen assumptions, this could be 15  

to 35GW in flexible heating demand, 30 to 55GW of 

battery storage, 15 to 50GW in power-to-gas, 30 to  

35GW in adjustable electricity capacity, 15GW in 

exchange with other countries, and throttling back 

renewable generation (20 to 55GW). These capacities 

cannot be regarded as optimum but can be seen as 

a possible means of meeting the need for flexibility. 

Despite the sizeable quantities of new forms of flexibility 

resources, the installed capacity of adjustable gas 

capacity in 2050 is approximately double the gas 

capacity available in 20308.

•  The need for upgrading electricity grids is largely 

determined by the locations where developments  

in demand, supply, conversion and storage will  

occur and how these installations will be operated  

(the times/periods when the installations will be in use). 

•  For the deployment of the larger flexibility resources –  

like conversion of renewable electricity into hydrogen  

(via electrolysis), battery storage on a multi-megawatt 

scale, and zero-carbon peak power stations for 

example – we assume that the size, choice of location 

and deployment of these resources will be aligned to 

the regional variances in supply and demand. Take, for 

example, the installation of power-to-gas units and 

•  In the deployment analysis carried out for the scenarios, 

the uptime for peak power stations and partly also for 

power-to-gas plants is reasonably short and weather-

dependent. The short periods of operation create financial 

risks that in the current market environment can form  

an obstacle for parties to make these investments. 

•  In the energy system there is a great need for season-

to-season flexibility for all scenarios. The total energy 

demand is significantly higher in the winter than in the 

summer, necessitating seasonal storage. 

•  To ensure year-round security of supply in the future 

too, a buffer with a climate-neutral energy carrier will 

need to be built up to absorb these seasonal variations. 

For the scenarios in which the Netherlands intends to 

be self-sufficient in meeting its energy needs, it is also 

necessary to have sufficient energy available in years 

with little supply (poor harvest from sun and wind) and 

high demand (a cold winter). For the import scenarios  

it is important to have a reserve for a cold winter and  

to mitigate the availability risks of imports. 

•  Hydrogen is a suitable energy carrier for long-term 

storage. The need for hydrogen storage foreseen in the 

scenarios requires a significant expansion in the capacity 

of salt caverns deep underground: the capacity of the 

existing caverns is insufficient to meet this need. To 

meet the need for hydrogen storage, more caverns and 

alternative storage facilities will have to be developed.

energy storage in areas with an oversupply of sun and 

wind. This choice of location is important to avoid the 

unnecessary transmission of electricity between regions. 

•  The size and deployment of more small-scale flexibility 

resources located more in the medium voltage system 

or the ‘last mile’ of the networks can also help to reduce 

the impact on the grid. This concerns matters like smart 

charging of EVs, flexibility of hybrid heat pumps, and 

electrode boilers for use in industry and district heating 

networks. Deployment of these flexibility resources 

to address supply/demand imbalances outside the 

region can, on the other hand, lead to extra energy 

transmission.

8  Monitoring Leveringszekerheid 2020 [Monitoring the security of supply 2020] (TenneT, 2021).
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CONCLUSION 4. The costs and the space requirements for the energy system increase sharply  
in the scenarios. There are no major differences between the scenarios in terms of the total costs;  
there are, however, in how the costs are structured and which areas are used.

•  All scenarios are considerably more expensive than the 

current system with its high CO
2
 emissions. In view of the 

uncertainties regarding the price developments of energy 

sources and conversion technologies, the price differences 

between the scenarios are too small to be meaningful.  

It does matter, however, what these costs are comprised of. 

•  In the scenarios where the Netherlands is importing a 

lot of energy, the costs for the purchase of sustainable 

molecules play a major role, while in the self-sufficient 

scenarios the capital costs for sustainable generation, 

flexibility and infrastructure dominate. 

•  TenneT’s aboveground space requirement varies 

between 40 and 70km2, depending on the scenario. 

Although the space required is just a fraction of the total 

land area of the Netherlands, because of the relatively 

small search areas in which the space must be found, 

finding the required land is a very difficult task. TenneT’s 

underground space requirement for cables is extremely 

limited, with a maximum of just over 10km2. 

•  The installation of new low-voltage and medium-

voltage cables requires between 210 and 280km2 of extra 

space, depending on the scenario. Though this may also 

sound a fairly limited amount of space, in practice this 

means digging up roughly one in three streets to lay a 

total of 60,000 to 80,000km of cable. Regional network 

operators’ aboveground space requirement of 6 to 11km2 

is considerably lower than the underground space they 

need. Yet finding this space in the densely populated 

Netherlands is a difficult task. 

•  The land required for extra onshore wind energy totals 

between 700km2 and 2,300km2 and is concentrated  

in the northern region of the Netherlands and on the  

east bank of the IJsselmeer. In rural areas this space  

for extra onshore wind will remain available for 

agricultural activities. 

•  The land required for solar fields totals between 340km2 

and 650km2 and is concentrated in the provinces of 

Zeeland and Groningen and around the IJsselmeer. 

•  Although the land required for flexibility resources is 

relatively limited, the need is concentrated at coastal 

locations close to the landfall points for offshore wind 

power, or close to other locations where sustainable 

energy is being generated. 

Figure 34. Total cost of the energy system,  
converted to total MWh of final energy supplied.
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CONCLUSION 5. The analysis of the development paths of infrastructure expansions and modifications 
shows that the pace of expansion needs to be accelerated significantly compared to the historical pace. 
The feasibility of the required modifications is an urgent issue, one that ties in with the choices concerning 
developments in supply, demand, conversion and storage. Important societal factors here are the serious 
shortage of personnel (technical personnel in particular) and the current lead times for expansions that 
result from the decision-making processes.

•  The analysis of the development paths of infrastructure 

expansions and modifications shows that the pace of  

expansion needs to be accelerated significantly compared 

to the historical pace. The feasibility of the required 

modifications is an urgent issue, one that ties in with the 

choices concerning developments in supply, demand, 

conversion and storage. Important societal factors here 

are the serious shortage of personnel (technical personnel 

in particular) and the current lead times for expansions 

that result from the decision-making processes.

•  The total package of electricity grid expansions in the 

period up to 2050 represents an enormous challenge 

for the regional distribution system operators and the 

national distribution system operator for electricity,  

and there is a real chance that not all expansions can  

be completed on time without effective management 

and sensible policy. 

•  Upgrades to the electricity grid have a long lead time, 

partly due to the decision-making process. As a result,  

in the development path for the infrastructure there  

will be times when network operators will not be able  

to facilitate all upgrades simultaneously in instances 

where this is actually required. 

•  The need for upgrading electricity networks is largely 

determined by the locations where developments in 

supply, demand, conversion and storage will take place, 

the times at which these installations will be deployed, 

and the magnitude of the developments in terms of 

actual capacity demand.

•  Long-term uncertainty about these locations is an 

obstacle for network operators in making the required 

upgrades to the network in a timely and efficient fashion 

(‘the right capacity in the right place at the right time’). 

At the same time, uncertainty about how long it will 

take for the infrastructure developments to materialise 

can also form an obstacle for market parties in their 

intended developments. 

•  Under current regulatory principles, network operators 

must be non-discriminatory in how they connect 

market parties. As a result, as they upgrade their grids 

they dish out the additional capacity on a ‘first come, 

first served’ basis. Applying this principle can result in 

network operators constructing infrastructures in a 

time sequence that, when considered from the social 

perspective, is not ideal. 

•  Embedding societal consideration and collaboration 

between the various parties that play a role can greatly 

help remove the uncertainties and ambiguities and, 

this way, network operators will be able to develop 

infrastructure more quickly. 
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CONCLUSION 6. A long-term perspective and comprehensive scope in the energy scenarios are needed  
to develop insights into a cost-effective transition to a reliable, climate-neutral energy system.

To investigate the demand for infrastructures for electricity, 

gas, hydrogen, heating and CO
2
, we must consider the 

transition of the energy system to climate-neutral9 integrally, 

in all its dimensions, through credible, socially supported 

scenarios that look far enough into the future and reflect 

both the fundamental uncertainties as well as the energy 

system choices still to come. 

•  A long-term vision (beyond the investment horizon) is 

necessary to limit uncertainties during the investment 

horizon and thus provide a future-proof orientation  

for the investment plans. 

•  The increasing number of connections between  

the various sectors, energy carriers and infrastructures 

makes this comprehensive scope essential.

•  The key choices we see as being distinctive for the  

energy system concern to what extent the Netherlands 

wants to be self-sufficient in terms of domestic energy 

generation and at what administrative level the energy 

transition will be managed, from the regional to the 

international perspective.

•  In comprehensive scenarios, the path to sustainability 

and the general trends must be worked out for all sectors: 

these aspects could have major effects on the energy 

system and infrastructures. This concerns transitions in 

industry and its energy sources, the built environment, 

mobility, agriculture and, on the supply side, also the 

electricity sector (renewable generation).

•  In the scenarios, various possible trends (decline or 

growth) and paths to sustainability must also be worked 

out for the development of energy-intensive industry. The 

choices made by industry to become more sustainable 

largely determine the required infrastructure.

9  By climate-neutral scenarios we mean that the Netherlands makes  
a full and proportionate contribution to the global effort to keep  
‘global temperature rise this century well below 2°C above pre-industrial  
levels’, as agreed in the Paris Climate Agreement (2015). By extension,  
the reduction target for the Netherlands is 95% by 2050.
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Section 9. 
Actions and 
recommendations
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This report’s conclusions drawn from the Integral Energy System Survey form the guideline for network operators in 
drawing up their investment plans. This survey clearly shows that the work package up to 2030, one which was already 
challenging, in fact requires an enormous amount of additional effort. The current investment scope is being put to 
optimum use to ensure we are adequately prepared for aspects that will contribute to the future system. This may 
involve research or concrete steps to be able to implement no-regret measures as quickly as possible at the next 
stage. Examples include the exploration of possible routes by TenneT for additional 380kV connections between 
Tilburg, Eindhoven and Maasbracht, in the Kop van Noord-Holland region, and at the Maasvlakte industrial port area.

Regional distribution system operators will continue their 

efforts in a number of areas and intensify them where 

possible. Firstly, this concerns placing maximum focus 

on implementation and on increasing feasibility. This 

means recruiting and training a large number of technical 

professionals, increasing the use of contractors, and 

improving work processes, together with supply chain 

partners. Innovation in products and production methods 

is being intensified. Secondly, even more needs to be 

invested in proactively preparing for the future situation. 

Build extra transformer and other stations in good time 

and upgrade the stations and networks. Where we invest, 

it is important to install the capacity needed to facilitate 

potential future developments in one go. To get the best 

possible picture of these potential developments, network 

operators are always actively seeking collaboration with 

government bodies, market parties and developers.

Determining the right preconditions for the successful 

development of the future energy system is also up 

to several civil-society/stakeholder organisations and 

government bodies. That is why we also make a number  

of specific recommendations based on the conclusions  

and calculations. (The party/parties being addressed are 

shown in italics at the end of each recommendation.)

RE. CONCLUSION 1. Extensive expansion and 
modification of energy infrastructures are required  
to facilitate a reliable, climate-neutral energy supply.
 

A  Ensure an increase in the investment scope of network 

operators in order to make large-scale investments 

financially feasible, as well as to be able to invest now  

for the long term (where inherent risks are involved).  

(ACM and shareholders of network operators)

B   Accelerate the decision-making necessary for the 

construction of energy infrastructure (without losing 

sight of diligence and participation), so that the network 

operators can implement their investment programmes 

according to the desired schedule with a view to the 

climate targets. (One measure that could be considered 

is shortening procedure times.) (ACM and network 

operators in consultation with regional authorities)

C    Invest in national hydrogen infrastructure (transmission 

and storage) as a no-regret measure in order to ensure 

users have timely access to an alternative to natural 

gas and fossil feedstocks. Appoint Gasunie as network 

operator and provide the scope to use existing gas grids 

as much as possible. (National government)

D    Stimulate the development and possible integration 

of green gas into the gas infrastructure, by means of 

boosters for example. (National government, ACM, 

network operators)

E   Reconsider the legal obligation to clear away natural 

gas networks as soon as they are no longer in use where 

these could potentially be repurposed at a later time. 

(Local councils, together with network operators and 

national government)

F   Take control of the correct use of (scarce) green gas and 

hydrogen, where this makes sense from a societal point of 

view. Given that only one type of gas can be transmitted 

through a particular gas network, the infrastructure can 

be the determining factor for which type of gas is most 

appropriate where. Choices about this must be made for 

each coverage area. (Network operators in consultation 

with national government and municipalities)

G   Stimulate investments in CO
2
 networks for CCS and  

in heat grids to enable the use of sustainable heating  

and this way help meet the climate targets.  

(National government)

RE. CONCLUSION 2. Because energy supply and demand 
must be coordinated on time scales of hours, seasons 
and over the years, there is a great need for flexibility 
resources (including new forms of these) and storage 
for all energy carriers. 

A   Develop, with urgency, incentives to ensure that the 

substantial investments required in flexibility resources 

are made. This concerns instruments for stimulating short 

and long-term energy storage, the required flexibility of 

electricity utilisation (including flexible conversion), and 

flexibly controllable zero-carbon electricity generation. 

(National government)
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B  Take initiatives (connected to the above) to remove 

European and other obstacles in energy regulation 

that stand in the way of realising the required flexibility. 

Examples of obstacles are differences in the relative 

energy tax for natural gas and electricity, double taxation 

on energy being stored, and asymmetry in electricity 

transmission tariffs (all transmission costs are charged  

to the customer). (National government)

C   Take the initiative for regulations that make it possible 

to analyse, over time, all aspects of security of supply at 

system level (including the possibilities for supply and 

demand management, conversion of energy carriers, 

and energy storage). This is needed due to the expected 

increase in dependencies between the electricity,  

gas and heating system. (National government and 

network operators)

D   As a follow-up to the investments in hydrogen storage 

in Dutch salt caverns, also map out the possibilities 

for hydrogen storage in depleted gas fields and in salt 

caverns (in Germany) in order to have options available 

should the realisation of gas caverns under Dutch soil 

emerge as the bottleneck in expanding the storage 

capacity. (National government)

E   After researching the matter, decide on the size  

of a central, strategic reserve of sustainable energy 

(comparable to the existing fossil reserves) and how 

this should be filled. The preliminary study of the 

development paths shows that this reduces availability 

risks. This concerns both availability risks with regard  

to ‘bad weather years’ (poor harvests of energy from  

sun and wind, cold periods), and risks with regard to  

the availability of international pipelines or import 

supply chains (in relation to import contracts that could 

offer flexibility). Decision-making should be based on 

a cost and risk assessment. If it is decided that we are 

prepared to pay for strategic storage in order to reduce 

the security of supply risk that we run in the event of  

high import dependence, it is recommended that  

such an investigation be started as soon as possible. 

(National government)

RE. CONCLUSION 3. Making smart location choices 
for flexibility resources and supply and demand 
development limits the impact on the electricity 
infrastructure.

A  For anticipated expansions in relation to supply, 

demand and flexibility, have network operators  

work out proposals on the locations for these 

expansions in close collaboration with the planning 

parties involved. (National government, provinces  

and municipalities)

B   For expansions that require a lot of space, including 

any expansions in infrastructure, record the intended 

locations in, for example, the ‘physical environment plans’ 

(successor to the zoning plans), the Main Energy Structure 

Programme [Programma Energie Hoofdstructuur] and 

the Multi-Year Programme for Energy and Climate 

Infrastructure [Meerjaren-programma voor Infrastructuur 

Energie en Klimaat]. It is important to set up a Regional 

Energy Infrastructure Programme [Programma voor 

Regionale Energie Infrastructuur] for the region as well. 

(National government, provinces and municipalities) 

C   Develop control mechanisms that, more than is currently 

the case, ensure that the available transmission capacity  

of the electricity infrastructure is taken into account  

(as part of the process of weighing up all aspects) in the 

choice of location for flexible resources and the use of 

these resources. This is also worthwhile in determining 

the location of new supply and demand points (data 

centres, EV charging locations, solar farms, etc.). The 

starting assumption in the preliminary studies was, after 

all, that essential flexibility resources (power-to-gas plants 

for the conversion of electricity to hydrogen for example) 

would be built at locations that would offer optimum cost 

and space efficiency, like close to the landfall point of 

offshore wind for example. In that case, too, construction 

still involves considerable investments and manpower to 

realise the necessary infrastructure. (National government)

D   Stimulate market forces by creating preconditions and, 

if necessary, price incentives for participating market 

parties to promote the desired location choices for 

supply, demand and flexibility resources and for optimum 

use of these resources for an affordable and reliable 

energy system. (National government)

RE. CONCLUSION 4. The costs and the space requirements 
for the energy system increase sharply in the scenarios. 
There are no major differences between the scenarios  
in terms of the total costs; there are, however, in how  
the costs are structured and which areas are used.

A  Where possible, put opinion-forming on the agenda 

concerning the extent to which the Netherlands wants  

to be either self-sufficient or dependent on imports,  

this in relation to costs and spatial impact.  

(National government, provinces and municipalities)

B   Develop a sound process in which the various interests 

in the arrangement of the future energy system are 

weighed, both at national and regional level. Where 

possible, resolve issues and reservations at the lowest 

possible level in conjunction with the overall task and 

coordination at the national level. Parties who need 

to invest are part of this process and can, this way, 
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better coordinate their investments and jointly monitor 

cohesion. (National government in collaboration with 

provinces and municipalities and network operators)

C  In this process, in determining the energy transition 

choices at national and regional level include the  

costs of infrastructures, flexibility, security of supply,  

and spatial impact. (National government, provinces  

and municipalities)

D  Reserve space for infrastructure in good time,  

also in densely built-up areas. (National government, 

provinces and municipalities)

E  Contribute to clear communication about the 

distribution of costs of the energy transition: this is 

important in building support for the energy transition. 

In all scenarios the costs of the energy supply increase. 

(National government)

RE. CONCLUSION 5. The analysis of the development 
paths of infrastructure expansions and modifications 
shows that the pace of expansion needs to be 
accelerated significantly compared to the historical 
pace. The feasibility of the required modifications is an 

urgent issue, one that ties in with the choices concerning 
developments in supply, demand, conversion and 
storage. Important societal factors here are the serious 
shortage of personnel (technical personnel in particular) 
and the current lead times for expansions that result 
from the decision-making processes.

A   Advocate the establishment of a clear relationship 

between the envisioned investments by market parties in 

supply and demand, conversion and storage on the one 

hand and the resulting changes in energy infrastructure 

and the effect on the energy system on the other.  

This is crucial to achieve the sustainability goals.  

(National government and ACM)

B   By means of an across-the-board assessment, take  

the lead in establishing a comprehensive development 

programme for the energy system (Energy System 

Programme), including spatial choices and reservations. 

As a building block for this assessment, make use of 

Integral Energy System Surveys (such as II3050) carried 

out jointly by the network operators, which work out the  

impact of regional and sectoral programmes (such as  

RESs, CESs, etc.) on the energy system. In parallel to this, 

stock of the flexibility resources required will need to 

be taken. This Integral Assessment based on regional 

and sectoral programmes and energy system surveys 

is needed for the sake of prioritising and drawing up 

programmes for grid expansions. (National government, 

provinces and municipalities and network operators)

C   Ensure that the actual choices made are anchored in 

a stable policy that offers guarantees for both market 

parties and grid operators. (National government, 

provinces and municipalities).

D   Stimulate the investments that are envisioned as  

being needed in the short term (until around 2030) and 

that fit into the long-term scenarios of this study where 

upscaling is required. Consider, for example, developing 

the technology, electrolysis, storage, developing import 

supply chains, etc. (National government)

E  Take measures to ensure a greater influx of technicians: 

tens of thousands of additional skilled engineers  

and technicians are needed. Even now, at a time  

when, for the first time in years, the labour is not as 

tight, it remains a challenge for the construction and 

installation industries and the network operators to  

fill these vacancies. Together with these parties, draw  

up an action plan on how to significantly increase 

the recruitment and advancement of engineers and 

technicians. (Technical sector, network operators, 

governments bodies)

RE. CONCLUSION 6. A long-term perspective and 
comprehensive scope in the energy scenarios are 
needed to develop insights into a cost-effective 
transition to a reliable, climate-neutral energy system.

A   In all plans and programmes in the field of the 

energy system – such as the Preliminary study into 

landfall of offshore wind energy (VAWOZ), Regional 

energy strategies (RES), National Agenda for Charging 

Infrastructure (NAL), Transition Strategies on Heating 

(TVW), Cluster Energy Strategies (CES), Infrastructure  

for sustainable industry programme (PIDI) and the  

Multi-year programme for energy and climate 

infrastructure (MIEK) – use, as much as possible, one 

consistent set of medium and long-term scenarios  

that encompass the future energy carriers, flexibility 

resources and storage. Use the investment plan 

scenarios of the network companies for the medium  

term and the II3050 scenarios as a basis for the 

long term. (National government, provinces and 

municipalities)

B  Have the network companies periodically carry out 

a Integral Energy System Survey so as to provide a 

consistent picture of the development paths for the 

various energy carriers and infrastructures, which can  

in turn serve as input for all the previously mentioned 

plans and programmes for the transition to a climate-

neutral energy supply. (National government, climate 

agreement implementation consultation bodies,  

and network operators)
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Appendix 1. Assumptions and results

Regional National European International

Assumptions

General Regional development
 
100% reduction  
in carbon emissions

(Virtually) self-sufficient
 
Negligible import/export

Less energy-intensive 
industry
 
Regional focus on the 
energy system, solar fields, 
onshore wind farms

Large number of heat grids

Highly committed citizens

Circularity is a key aim for 
goods and food production

The Netherlands is carbon 
reduction leader in Europe 

100% reduction  
in carbon emissions 

(Virtually) self-sufficient

Negligible import/export

Energy-intensive industry 
at same level as today 

Large-scale national 
projects, offshore wind 
power (and solar fields  
and onshore wind power) 

Circularity is key for goods 
and food production

Europe achieves carbon 
reduction goals and  
is a frontrunner on a 
global scale
 
Climate-neutral

General carbon tax, import 
duties, and compensation 
at European borders 

More energy-intensive 
industry 

Global hydrogen  
and biomass market, 
green gas imported

Ample scope for the  
use of fossil with CCS

The whole world works 
to hit carbon reduction 
targets, the use of 
fossil fuels is reduced 
significantly 

100% reduction  
in carbon emissions 

Free trade is promoted 

Trading infrastructures  
are strongly promoted 

More energy-intensive 
industry 

Global hydrogen  
and biomass market 

Space created for CCS

Built 
environment

A/B insulation label 
45% heat (geothermal + 
green gas/biomass) 
35% all-electric HP 
20% hybrid HP, green gas 

38PJ solar thermal energy 

A insulation label 
55% all-electric HP 
25% heat (geothermal + 
green gas/biomass) 
20% hybrid HP, green gas 

18PJ solar thermal energy 

B insulation label 
40% hybrid HP, green gas 
20% hybrid HP, hydrogen 
25% all-electric HP 
15% heating (residual heat 
+ green gas/biomass) 

16PJ solar thermal energy

B insulation label 
60% hybrid HP, hydrogen 
25% all-electric HP 
15% heating (residual heat 
+ green gas/biomass) 

12PJ solar thermal energy 

Provision of 
district heating 
for homes

100% geothermal energy 
with peak-load green gas/
biomass

70% geothermal energy 
15% green gas 
10% biomass 
5% residual heat from 
waste incineration plant 
with peak-load green gas/
biomass

14% geothermal energy 
66% green gas 
8% biomass 
12% residual heat from 
waste incineration plant 
and industry with peak-
load green gas/biomass

14% geothermal energy 
21% hydrogen 
28% biomass 
37% residual heat from 
waste incineration plant 
and industry with peak-
load hydrogen

Provision of 
district heating 
to buildings

100% geothermal energy 
with peak-load green gas/
biomass

100% geothermal energy 
with peak-load green gas/
biomass

73% biomass 
27% residual heat from 
waste incineration plant 
and industry with peak-
load green gas/biomass

7% biomass 
93% residual heat from 
waste incineration plant 
and industry with peak-
load hydrogen

Mobility Passenger transport: 
100% electric 

Truck transport: 
75% electric 
15% hydrogen 
10% green gas

Passenger transport: 
95% electric 
5% hydrogen 

Truck transport: 
50% hydrogen 
25% electric 
25% biofuels

Passenger transport: 
70% electric 
30% hydrogen 

Truck transport: 
25% electric 
25% hydrogen 
25% green gas 
25% biofuels

Passenger transport: 
50% electric 
40% hydrogen 
10% biofuels 

Truck transport: 
50% biofuels 
25% hydrogen 
25% electric

Industry Reduction of 1% per year 
Annual efficiency  
increase: 1% 
Highly circular 

High electrification,  
use of green gas 
IT increases significantly 
Circular feedstock

Same as now 
Annual efficiency  
increase: 1%
Circularity is important, 
CCS possible 

High electrification  
and use of hydrogen 
IT increases significantly 
Circular feedstock

Annual growth rate: 1% 
Annual efficiency  
increase: 1% 
CCS important 

High electrification  
and use of hydrogen 
IT increases significantly 
Fossil-based feedstock

Annual growth rate: 1% 
Annual efficiency  
increase: 1% 
CCS important 

High electrification, use of 
hydrogen, and fossil + CCS 
IT increases significantly 
Fossil-based feedstock

Appendix 1. Assumptions for climate-neutral scenarios.
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Appendix 1. Assumptions for climate-neutral scenarios. 

Agriculture High electrification 
Emphasis on geothermal 
energy and green-gas 
boilers for heating

High electrification 
Emphasis on geothermal 
energy and HP with ATES 
for heating, biomass 
boilers and some green 
gas CHP systems

High electrification 
Emphasis on HP with  
ATES and geothermal 
energy for heating

High electrification 
Partly geothermal energy 
alongside HP with ATES  
for heating, biomass 
boilers and green gas  
CHP systems

Electricity Fuel-fired power stations: 
hydrogen (+ green gas)

125GW solar PV**
- 66GW large-scale
- 59GW on roofs

31GW offshore wind***
20GW onshore wind

Fuel-fired power stations: 
hydrogen (+ green gas)
 
107GW solar PV**
- 58GW large-scale 
- 49GW on roofs

52GW offshore wind***
20GW onshore wind

Fuel-fired power stations:  
green gas 

59GW solar PV**
- 35GW large-scale
- 24GW on roofs

30GW offshore wind***
10GW onshore wind

Fuel-fired power stations: 
hydrogen (+ green gas)

53GW solar PV**
- 35GW large-scale 
- 18GW on roofs

28GW offshore wind***
10GW onshore wind

Fuel for 
shipping  
and aviation

Reduction of  
1% per year 

Same as now Annual growth  
rate: 1%

Annual growth  
of aviation: 2%, 
shipping: 1% 

 *  All scenarios assume a population of 18.4 million inhabitants and 8.8 million homes in 2050.  

The homes do have more, though also more efficient appliances (LED lighting, induction cooking, etc.). 

 **  The capacities of solar PV (roofs, built environment and large-scale solar) are presented on the basis of peak-load 

capacity given for panels with 24% efficiency, as assumed in the scenarios. This is an upward adjustment of 40% from  

the capacities presented in the phase 1 report. The correction is necessary for correct infrastructure calculations and  

is possible because the ETM can now also work with 24% efficiency. This addresses the issue raised in footnote 8 on  

page 39 of the phase 1 report. 

 ***   The analysis of fuels for shipping and aviation is not included in the base case of this survey. The impact of  

the production of additional fuels for shipping and international aviation is described as a sensitivity analysis  

in section 7.5 of the report. See also the report on phase 1 of the Climate-Neutral Energy Scenarios 2050.
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Regional National European International

Required flexibility
Overview of the required flexibility in capacities and storage volumes; 
bandwidths shown based on base weather years 1987 and 2015.*

Capacity 
in GW

Volume
TWh

Capacity 
in GW

Volume
TWh

Capacity 
in GW

Volume
TWh

Capacity 
in GW

Volume
TWh

Directing supply  
and demand

Solar PV peak 
shaving

31*-35 3-5* 27*-29 3-5* 14*-16 2 13* 14 2

Hybrid HP 12 11 33 33

EVs 1-2 1-2 1-2 1-2

Power-to-heat 3 3 2 3

Flex system

Import/Export

  Import of electricity 15 12 15 10-11 15 20-22 15 22-25

  Export of electricity 15 18*-19 15 20*-22 15 7 15 6

  Import of hydrogen 0*-5 4*-47 1*-9 13*-75 5*-7 48*-62 27*-33 235*-291

  Import of methane 1*-2 11*-16 [ex] 0*-0.1 1 19*-21 170*-185 0-1* 2*-5

Conversion

  Power-to-gas 39*-42 48-63* 
[H2]

51 69-93* 
[H2]

18*-19 9-13*
[H2]

16 6–9* 
[H2]

   Large-scale  
power stations

14*-15 22*-33 [E] 15*-17 22*-36 [E] 17-18* 59*-71 [E] 16-17* 59*-70 [E]

   Peak power  
stations

17*-18 3*-7 [E] 15*-18 4*-7 [E] 18*-19 7*-15 [E] 7*-18 15 [E]

Storage

  System batteries 50*-54 0.4 53-54* 0.4 31*-33 0.2 27*-29 0.2

  Hydrogen 61 19*-36 66*-69 19*-37 14*-15 6*-10 59*-70 23*-47

  Methane 21*-33 9*-24 13*-20 4*-14 71*-78 27*-55 18*-24 7*-15

Curtailment 39*-49 6 45*-55 7-9* 19*-24 1-2* 16*-21 1

Appendix 1. Flexibility results.
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Regional National European International

Bottlenecks in high-pressure transmission network requiring upgrading – hydrogen (km to be upgraded).

Province

Groningen 21 21 1 20

Friesland 31 31 0 31

Drenthe 4 4 0 34

Overijssel 66 66 53 66

Gelderland 7 7 0 7

Flevoland 67 67 0 67

Utrecht 25 25 0 25

Noord-Holland 21 21 24 23

Zuid-Holland 24 74 10 96

Zeeland 52 51 1 51

Noord-Brabant 25 60 3 55

Limburg 8 8 6 8

Total 350 434 97 483

Bottlenecks in high-pressure transmission network requiring upgrading – methane (km to be upgraded).

Province

Groningen 0 0 30 0

Friesland 0 0 2

Drenthe 0 0 0 0

Overijssel 0 0 1 0

Gelderland 3 0 35 4

Flevoland 10 4 77 16

Utrecht 0 0 0 0

Noord-Holland 0 0 3 0

Zuid-Holland 0 0 22 0

Zeeland 0 0 49 0

Noord-Brabant 0 0 10 0

Limburg 0 0 0 0

Total 13 4 229 20

Appendix 1. Bottleneck results.
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Current Regional National European International

Expansion of stations in regional networks (in numbers). 
For reference, the current number of stations is shown in the first column. 

MV-LV station 84,000 15,000 14,900 13,300 11,490

MV, 
MV-MV, 
IV-MV stations 

1,210 12 15 29 16

HV-MV, 
HV-IV stations 

242 60 71 101 105

Total 85,452 15,072 14,986 13,430 11,611

New stations required in regional networks (in numbers). 
For reference, the current number of stations is shown in the first column. 

MV-LV station 84,000 12,000 11,900 9,900 7,500

MV, 
MV-MV, 
IV-MV stations

1,210 780 760 660 600

HV-MV, 
HV-IV stations

242 142 135 98 91

Total 85,452 12,922 12,795 10,658 8,191

New cable to be laid in regional networks (in kilometres). 
For reference, the current number of km is shown in the first column. 

LV cable 153,400 33,800 38,800 32,000 27,900

MV cable 107,000 44,400 44,100 35,200 33,600

Total 260,400 78,200 82,900 67,200 61,500

Appendix 1. Results of expansions and upgrades.
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Current Regional National European International

Removal of the regional gas network (in km and number of district stations). 
For reference, the first column shows the current situation in kilometres.

LP pipelines (km) 108,995km 62,923km 75,627km 31,087km 31,567km

HP pipelines (km) 11,396km 6,629km 8,045km 3,392km 3,433km

District stations 
(number)

20,351 8,967 12,178 5,334 5,334

Adjustments to the gas network required to convert homes to hydrogen (in numbers).

Homes to be 
converted to 
hydrogen(x1,000) 

- - - 1,414 5,280

Valves to be replaced 
(x1,000)

- - - 43 162

Controllers to be 
converted (x1,000)

- - - 4 14

Analysis of removals and conversions for industry and non-residential (in numbers).

Removing industry  
gas connections 

- 2,000 2,000 2,000 3,000

Switching industry 
connections to H2

- 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000

Removing non-
residential building gas 
connections (x1,000)

- 600 800 900 900

Switching non-
residential buildings  
to H2 (x1,000)

- - - 100 300

Refurbishing the gas network for the import of green gas (in numbers).

Boosters required 
for green gas

- 132 108 232 -

Indicative infrastructure (order of magnitude) for heat grids (in km).

Heat grids <50 400-500 400-500 200-300 200-300

Indicative infrastructure (order of magnitude) for carbon transport (in km).

Carbon transport 0 100-150 100-150 250-350 250-350

Appendix 1. Results of expansions and upgrades.
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Current Regional National European International

Indicative amount of land required for new 220/380kV line connections to TenneT as a result of the scenario  
assumptions and model choices. For reference, the first column shows the current situation in kilometres.

1,500 Land required for  
the category ‘high’: 
400km route (40km2).
Figure 97 in the report

Land required for  
the category ‘high’: 
700km route (70km2).
Figure 97 in the report

Land required for  
the category ‘high’: 
500km route (50km2).
Figure 97 in the report

Land required for  
the category ‘high’: 
450km route (45km2).
Figure 97 in the report

Indicative amount of land required for new 110/150kV line connections. Additional kilometres of route  
required (km2 land). For reference, the first column shows the current situation in kilometres.

110kV network 1,400 350 (3.5) 360 (3.6) 270 (2.7) 320 (3.2)

150kV network 3,000 550 (5.5) 730 (7.3) 610 (6.1) 640 (6.4)

Total 4,400 900 (9.0) 1,090 (10.9) 880 (8.8) 960 (9.6)

Indicative number of km of new pipeline in the high-voltage transmission network (in km).  
For reference, the first column shows the current situation in kilometres.
NB. No additional land required

HTL H2 - 350 450 100 500

HTL CH4 6,200 13 5 240 20

Indicative additional land required for repurposing regional transmission gas pipelines for transmission of H2.  
Additional kilometres of route required (km2 land). For reference, the first column shows the current situation in kilometres.

RTL 5,700 0 0 <2,000 (<4) <3,000 (<6)

Appendix 1. Space results.
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Regional National European International

Indicative hectares of land required for new 110/150kV stations (regional distribution system operator/TenneT connecting stations).

Indicative land 
requirement (5.3km2).
Figure 99 in the report

Indicative land 
requirement (4.7km2).
Figure 99 in the report

Indicative land 
requirement (2.2km2).
Figure 99 in the report

Indicative land 
requirement (2km2).
Figure 99 in the report

Land above ground taken up by regional distribution system operators throughout the Netherlands.

110/150kV 5.3km2 4.6km2 2.2km2 2.0km2

Connected 
stations

5.4km2 5.3km2 4.7km2 4.1km2

Total 10.7km2 9.9km2 6.9km2 6.1km2

Area below ground taken up by regional distribution system operators throughout the Netherlands.

MV cables 244km2 243km2 194km2 185km2

LV cables 34km2 39km2 32km2 28km2

Total 278km2 281km2 226km2 213km2

Starting assumptions for estimating the additional land required for solar fields and wind farms in the residential  
environment. These are average values of the specific space taken from the Generation Energy report. (In MW/km2).

Min. Max. Average Source

Onshore wind 4 8 6 Generation Energy

Solar fields 48 156 102 Generation Energy

Space required in each NUTS3 region required to accommodate 14GW (Regional and National) or 4GW  
(European and International) of additional onshore wind capacity. 

Land required: 2,300km2

Figure 100 in the report
Land required: 670km2

Figure 100 in the report

Space required in each NUTS3 region required for the integration of 66GW (Regional), 58GW (National),  
35GW (European and International) capacity from solar fields. 

Land required: 650km2

Figure 101 in the report
Land required: 570km2

Figure 101 in the report
Land required: 340km2

Figure 101 in the report
Land required: 340km2

Figure 101 in the report

Indicative land required for each supply, demand and flexibility application in km2.

Power-to-gas 3-7 4-9 2-3 1-3

System batteries 30 30 10 10

Gas-fired power 
stations

1-3 1-3 1-3 1-3

CHP systems 0 <1 0 <1

Hydrogen 
storage  
(above ground)

5 5 1 6

Appendix 1. Space results.
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Current Regional National European International

Removal of the regional gas network (in km and number of district stations). 
For reference, the current situation is shown in the first column.

LP pipelines (km) 108,995km 62,923km 75,627km 31,087km 31,567km

HP pipelines (km) 11,396km 6,629km 8,045km 3,392km 3,433km

District stations 
(number)

20,351 8,967 12,178 5,334 5,334

Appendix 1. Space results.
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Current Regional National European International

Total annual costs (in millions of euros).

Buildings/installations 4,097 7,899 8,584 8,412 9,149

Heat storage - 336 170 3 23

H2 storage - 513 528 143 671

Flexibility - 6,455 6,976 3,594 3,116

Production resources 6,671 8,362 9,969 10,052 5,281

Energy sources 
and import

15,082 6,252 9,102 17,515 26,014

E infrastructure 842 2,346 3,545 2,126 1,920

H2 infrastructure - 140 153 137 236

Gas infrastructure 159 36 29 95 15

Removal of gas 
networks

- 260 320 106 163

Heating infrastructure 538 1,500 793 373 400

Network operator 
OPEX costs

2,882 3,276 3,696 3,256 3,216

CO2 networks and CCS 38 80 96 908 330

Total 30,309 37,455 43,957 46,720 50,534

Total cost of the energy system, converted to total MWh of final energy supplied (in €/MWH).

Buildings/installations 5.71 18.15 16.67 12.59 13.04

Energy sources  
and import

21 14.36 17.67 26.21 37.07

Production resources 9.29 19.21 19.36 15.04 7.53

Flexibility and storage - 16.78 14.90 5.59 5.43

E/G/H infrastructure 4.81 17.41 16.74 9.14 8.55

CO2 networks and CCS 0.05 0.18 0.19 1.36 0.47

Total 40.86 86.20 85.52 69.93 72.09

Appendix 1. Cost results.
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